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Poems by Joe Secrest 
LIBERTINE CONVICTS OF PARASITIC CUSTOM 
(WHERE SALVATION STARVES) 
"Our housekeeping is mendicant, our arts, our occupations 
our marriages , our religion, we have not chosen, but society 
has chosen for us. We are parlour soldiers. We shun the 
rugged battle of fate, where strength is born." 
--Emerson, "Self Reliance" 
All of us are graceless 
picking up style from sympathy; 
mysteries fold like paper sacks 
and burn at the smile of the "best 
bacon" lady 
when she com es at night to ease our cupboard love. 
But it is · day, 
and no one runs away, 
no one sits still, 
while outside the sunlight 
diffuses madly doling into the colored glass 
m otherhood, fervent with cobwebs , 
before our frowns; 
but we wait, for the "best 
bacon° lady 
when she come s to breathe our flesh 
into the warmth of unsullied dreams, 
and dice while porch swinging in tune 
to the swelling sound of bl ackbirds 
tran~ient among t he trees. 
i 
"The dogwood has blossomed its braille 
of innocence, 11 she told 
5 
us last, r eticulating the stars 
with bells by each pr ehistoric b:reath. 
w·e ·_are part of the su.n9 s insanity 
and stain the air with wine 
to smell the ovoid spr ing. 
So instinct makes its opposition; 
we q~estion the broom , the mop 
the palm of the hand 
that uses them , and whose time 
it is to wash, if ever time 
st agger ed with presumptions ~ 
We smile nat ural t hrough br oken windows. 
T hat l ast cold night 
br aided infir mity int o the "be st 
bacon" lady is hair, 
while a vixen thr oat laughed 
the buzzar d of fle sh alive 
to set a sHver moon to t empt cat s to whine 
for a tenth life, while the witch v s broom 
m-c'a :ckled alone vanishing the beHs 
with regret 9 as m ist letoe 
gave way t t he levity of spr ing. 
All of us are sober, 
we bandage each otheri s hands 
and open doors for each other . 
The children are playing king of the mount ain 
on the picnic table. 
We are starving for a ritual , 
but let t hem play, 
for we cannot go back , 
our house number has faded 
and the nbest baconn lady will never find us again, 
not in t he customary way , anyhow. 
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ICECREAM POEM NO. I 
nv s nice to forget the factu 1 educati n: 
those dog-fetch-bone moments. And t o turn 
to. orm whom you think you love and wonder 
whether to confide without any prescribed conditions 
of reflex. 
The human mind now fetches worry , 
buries it beneath analysis, and becomes accept ance 
reminiscing dream directions; their silent significance 
like a needle embedded in a carpet of consciousness. 
I remember the prof said to keep up, 
keep up by discipline, while he damned the cat 
out of the bag: my dog-chase-cat moments. 
Sometimes I'll guess his subconscious would be 
reminding him of biting too hard on his mother 's teat s . 
This made me start smoking as a symbol 
of an accept ance t hat death is just another empathy , 
of dream cessatid)n. Li.ke a bubble gum bubble 
bursting all over your mouth 9 and thinking: 
0 Lips only s ing wh n t hey cannot kiss. n 
I cannot accep love as having those find- the-needle-
before-you v cuum-the-carpet proclamations ; 
or as having t h se come-out-of-the-rain-
or-else-the-lightning-wiU-strike ge stures. 
I thought about ap logizing to the prof 
for fa iling, only as a concession to my subconscious , 
but instead, I let it witness the burning 
of my wooden night image, as the effigy 
of advancing to love without first 
chasing desperation up a tree ( ?) 
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HOSTILE MIGRA TIO·N IN T HE BOONMIND 
OF A BUCOLIC SUITOR 
The weevils are having dirt- clod fights for sex 
in the sacks of feed/ 
come on out to the hay ride and join in a r aillery 
of soul deposits/ 
it ' s time for the duck-slide deal 
into the anonymity of daytime 
where maintenance counts--challenges , diverts, 
and delivers complex 
dimensions to say "cheese" , 
while a pedantic courtesy transacts in a 
candybreath mint ; but just t o play safe 
with the feast of st atus 
traito:rs ar e plowing up dental flosses 
of peace . 
So pe:recolate r eservations 
and p r eserve the conceptus of doubt 
to buy fur tickets 
for th·e merry-go-round t hat will jer k a mind 
like a feather in the beak of a pr uning duck 
that ha s stepped out of line . 
Come see the chi.ldren trailing stivks in the sand, 
playing like dogs, making lemonade 
from broken fire hydrants. Theytre buccaneer s 
high on mothballs, and we 1ll watch while 
we eat our images 
woven in cloth and purfled in lace. 
Yes, it's a raffle on love and we 1ll 
nag for dirges with glad adoration/ 
dirt cheap ! 
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SLAKING THE NIGHT WIND 
He scuffs lop-sided heel s of toe-wet shoes 
down the stre t and smells just damp odors 
being stretched from dew ground 
to a star-muffled sky. 
Bored by power lines webbing the night, 
he loudly slurps an ieee and visualizes 
a great spider deflating the moon of dreams. 
He snails by lamp after lamp 
while shadows exercise like salty thoughts 
on mortality, crass like cockroaches 
night-shading above the gutter holes, to them 
he is another odor grafted to vision by a lamp; 
to him they are urbanized tumblebugs. 
Cars are the only falling star s he imagines , 
while neon glazies fray and fraternize 
to hoist those dying fla shes of spending 
frorn the de ths of abundance, going one way, 
where he is hea ed on his postcard magic 
carpet ride , running ut of apologies f9r doubt . 
An hon sty to walk away, being windless , 
issues an imagination ration 
to be a mirror for the wind; 
and h moistens a th mb for shooting stars. 
9 
G.f1c GCiir£ 
PHOENIX 
By 
Richard Coolidge 
Flames hissed and crackled. Naked, dazed with love's 
half-light, he leaped from the bed, thrust ing the woman9 s 
shining body away from him. As the woman screamed int o 
the mounting flames, he groped in t he fuming darkness ef>fhe 
room, snatched his sword from its sheath and raced for the 
stairs. The castle writ hed with smoke like a living thing as 
he broke through to the courtyard and ran to the gate. Out-
side, the taunting laughs of waiting mercenary soldiers rang 
a counterpoint to the feline hiss and roar of the spreading 
fire . He gripped the hilt of his swor d firmly, inhaled deeply, 
then reached for the latch. The gate swung s lowly open ... 
With a grinding white roar, t he cosmos exploded. 
* * ~c 
INTERNATIONAL WORLD-NEWS: VII, 
14 , 3023 
UNCONSCIOUS MAN FOUND 45 MET -
ROMILES N OR BALIKESIR, · LESSER 
ASIA, AT 0612 THIS MORNING BY PASS-
ING MERCHAN.if. ~_HE MAN WAS NAKED 
WITH A PRIMITIVE WEAPON NEAR HIS 
BODY. MEDICAL EXAMINATION CON-
DUCTED AT SALK HOSPITAL REY,,EALS 
THAT THE MAN MAY BE AN ALIEN, PRE:_ 
SUMABLY FROM A PLANET IN A STATE 
11 
OF BARBARISM. ALT HOUGH T HE MAN IS DEF-
INITELY HUMANOID, I F NOT HUMA N. TillS 
SPECULATION IS SUPPORTED BY THE UNEX,_~ 
PLAINED E LECTROMA NETIC AND SONAR 
PHENOMENON T HAT OCCURRED YESTERDAY 
AT 1137. SCIENTIST S FEEL THAT T HE T WO 
EVENTS MAY BE RELATED. DR. ZENA O F 
T HE U. OF ALEXANDRIA SAYS STRA NGE DIS-
PLAY MAY HAVE BEEN ARRIVAL OF THE A-
LIENYS SPACE CRA FT. OTHER SCIENTISTS 
FEEL THIS UNLIKELY SINCE ALIE Nvs BODY 
SHOWS NO EVIDENCE OF ADVANCE MEDICO-
DENTAL TECHNIQUES PRESUMED TO BE PRE-
REQUISITE TO A CIVILIZATION ADVA CED E-
NOUGH FOR SPACE TRAVEL. THE PRIMITIVE 
ARMAMENT FOUND NEAR THE MAN ALSO 
TENDS TO DISCREDIT THE ALIEN T HEORY: 
BUT NO OTHER REASONABLE EXPLANATION 
HAS BEEN ADVANCED. THE MAN IS STILL 
UNC ONSCIOUS. 
" He q s coming out of it, Doctor ." 
The patientw s eyes flicker ed open. Ast nishment-pain-
fear- hysi eria kaleidos ·oped rapidly acr oss his face. He 
closed his eyes. ,When he re-opened them ~ t hey were careful-
ly neut ral and fully controlled. 
"YouYre in Salk General HospitaL YouYve had a concus-
sion. Do you speak Anglo-American ? f' 
No response . 
"Does anyone speak any of the old language s? Ask him. n 
The same question was repeated in French, German, Ital-
ian. The patient lay still~ r egarding thern calmly. His deep 
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d ly dist r bing bl e-gra-· eyes glinte ith what oul h e 
een musement~ irony or me:rely restless incom :rehen-
s i n. he octors everse t heir fiel· ~ tryi g t o m ake the 
p tient respond by firing quick continuou e stions. oth-
L g. 
"Let' s let him :rest. Get him to relax and take it 
easy~ urs . ' 
T he chub y little - r s e leaned over the patient~ st ar ing 
at him in ently? pillowing er cheek again t he steeple 
han s i.n t he uni.vers l sign for s leep nd making conciliatory 
so n s n faces. The patlent 9s face suddenly charge ith 
nimaCon. Hi eyes sp r e . T here coul be no estion 
of interpr in his e pres ion thi t•me. He was amuse . 
Minutes late~ in t e ho ital v s c ffee shop an attendant 
doc the intervie . The do tor stirre 
hi. 
"Do y u think he re lly is an alien?" 
'1 0 V ·~ OW . n 
He ta1C'e at h :r inter:rog tively. nsomething9 s both r-
ing y ·. " 
"Yes ." 
Then r se sho k her hea 9 cr ssed her legs an shud-
dered slightly. Looking ttpll she said s imply? "Whatever else 
he is ~ t at rna . .. h has ... Well~ if he wanted me, Pd get 
up right n wand got h·m ... " 
I his room 9 the lien sHd from his bed 9 strode lithely 
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to the window and gaze out. T he sun str earned over him, 
highlighting his golden hair~ his beautiful face and his lean-
ly muscled body. Standing calmly and pens ively in the flow-
ing sunlight he resembled an anc ient Grecian statue come to 
life. 
He smiled slowly~ disclosing perfect white teeth. His 
smile widened, slowly changing into a grin. Then, blind-
ingly, he laughed. The r oom danced, spun and echoed as 
though in surprised and delight ed empathy. 
The educators took over. At the Univers ity of Alexan-
dria he learned to speak~ read and write the new interna-
tional English in 28 days, demonstrating a brilliance border-
tug on genius. T o the astonishment of the assembled faculty 
of philosophy, he revealed a r apier-like skill for dialectic 
debate, plunging that august body into a morass of confus ion 
in a dazzling and prolonged debate on t he nature of govern~ 
ment . He devoured the University g s library in gTeat chunks, 
reading with superhuman concentration and for hours on end. 
Oddly entc}Ugh, ~fs origins :remained shroude5l in mystery. 
SitUng in the study of Dr . P hillip Peters~ Doctor of Phy-
s ics (the Ph. D. degree having been discarded years ago as 
a misnomer), the stranger reclined with perfect ease in a 
lounge chair gazing steadily at t he doctor as the latte:r toyed 
idly with a pencil . Dr . Peters cleared his throat. 
" Have you no idea where you came from ?n 
"I have not. " 
"How could you not know? n 
''How could I ? If you were suddenly and inexplicably 
transported to an utterly alien environment~ somewhere be-
yond the sphere of your wildest imagination, how would you 
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know where it was ? How would you know where you came 
from when you don~t know where you ar e? What locus can 
you establish when you are t o t a 11 y devoid of reference 
points.t?n 
Peters nodded solemnly. "I guess thatv s that, the~m 
The stranger smiled. The doctor noted idly that he nev-
er replied \1 s e 1 e s s 1 y ~ rhetorically or conversationally. 
Feeling slightly foolish, he changed the subject. 
"Have you chosen a name for yourself?" The alien had 
not divulged his name as yet, insisting that it had no equiva-
lent in Anglo-American. 
"No." 
"May I suggest one then? If you are to function in our 
society, you must have one. n 
"Yes . n 
"How about Alexander for a fir st name ~ after this uni-
versity ? We do feel a sort of proprietary interest in you. n 
"All right. n The alien smiled secretively. 
"Now~ for a second name . .. n 
"Where I come from one name is enough. " 
The doctor shrugged. nwell~ ].t? s a little unusual; but it 
should be alr ight s ince you 9ll be assigned the usual serial i-
dentification number anyway. Have you given thought to a 
profession? The University would like. you to stay and work 
with its History and Anthropology Departments ; butyoumay 
choose any area and we9ll help you get started. " 
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His education «:. ntinued 9 however . Dur ing t he course of 
Alexan · eri s evening tut orial discuss ions on the r elevance of 
political science to other areas of science~ ar t and literature ~ 
Alexander suddenly st ood up ~ pushed the text aside ~ walked 
to the window of 'Lche study and gazed out into the glimmering 
starlight . He t u:rned. 
nHelen~ I know enough. 91 
Dr . Bur gin glanced at her student with t hat sort of pr ofes-
s ional fondness that teacher s affect fo:r their superior student s. 
She al so feU a st r angely deepe:r undercurrent which she ins is= 
ted on identifying to her self as tutorial pride . 
nAlexande:r 9 t her re is no doubt as t o you1r genius or your 
progress ~ but the:re is still much to learn. " 
"Well~ t her e i s 9 for example ~ t he bilateral fie ld of .. . " 
"How long, Helen? vv 
She noted with detachment t hat he never addressed her by 
her title . 
"Even with the best progress 7 A lex~ four year s is cons id-
ered a minimum for a position of any importance. n 
Alexander moved smoothly to the desk and leaned against 
it . His eyes glittered st rangely 9 hypnotically . He smiled. 
The room seemed to . flicker . · Dr. Bur gin gr ipped the a r ms 
of her chair suddenly. 
"Helen ~ P m going t o leave tomorrow; and I want the best 
pos ition you've got in the North American sector . " 
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He gHded toward her ch!air, stooped briefly and lifted her 
from the chair in a rust le of silk and nylon. He flicked off 
the lights, and let the moonlight outline her flowing figure as 
she lay in his arms. The stream ing light embraced her lov-
ingly. She lay stricken, turning her eyes to meet Alexander's 
steady gaze. His eyes flashed suddenly with blinding intensi-
ty and unmist akeable purpose. Her m ind r eeled and danced 
as her body suddenly came ali.ve with its own voluptuous pow-
er in response to his singing gaze al).d to the achingly vibrant 
chiming voices that filled the soat~i~o:om. She gasped and 
went limp 9 burying her face in his shoulder . He turned, and 
laughed quietly as the bedroom door losed softly. 
Alexander rose swiftly in the North American political 
arena . T hrough his devastat ing combination of genius and 
personal magnetism, he climbed with amazing rapidity to the 
top of the Western power structure , becoming eventually a 
Secretary-Gener al of the Political Defense Cabinet. Having 
thus achieved · the ultimate in power in t his governmental or-
ganization (being restrained from further :rapid advancement 
by the government' s system,of checks and balances), Alexan-
der, like, hi.s namesake with rip fu r the:r worlds to conquer, re-
vealed h.l.s utter ruthlessness for the first time . To the hor -
ror of th·e popul ace , who regar ded him as a he:r ic figure, he 
coldly a n d deliberately so 1 d out. In a daring, cu_nningly 
planned and flawlessly executed coup, Alexander switched his 
allegian<.:e to the Eurasian powers, car rying with him in his 
m igration a fully documented dossier of Nor th.Mrreriida.ru$tate 
secrets, his entire sub-cabinet personnel ~ t he secJret laser-
powered aircraft in which he made his esc a · e and~ appar enUy 
as an afier thought , the wife of the President of th~ .~. orth 
American Political Defense Cabinet. 
His rise in the Eurasian Politburo was even more specta-
cular, s·ince in t hat arena he was not hampered by the imped-
iment s of a pseudo-republican state and because his defection 
was r ewarded with a high power-position in the first place. 
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In a land where ruthlessness is the criterion of success in po-
litical and military artistry, Alexander was a virtuoso~ He 
showed the st artled Eurasian ruling cliche feats of political 
and military genius hitherto unimagined. By bringing his e-
normous gifts and complete immorality to bear, he quickly 
built a neucleus of power around himself by gathering localized 
power-cliches under him, showing them the advantages to be 
gained by concerted unity. Then, employing the same person-
al gifts in an unprecendented move, he presented himself to 
the suppressed peoples themselves as the messiah of their 
salvation, to the astonishment of his followers to whom it had 
never occurred that they might enlist the enthusiastic support 
(or even the sanction) of their victims. Alexander showed them 
how. Disdaining the crude but common method of political 
power through assassination (the time-honored tradition of 
Eurasian political advancement), Alexander quickly and effi-
ciently eliminated his political associates by playing them off 
against each other. One final obstacle to the complete dicta-
torship he envisioned remained: the present Premier, whose 
military defenses were too secure to be breached by such 
means. 
Alexander pondered the problem in ltis sumptuously ornate 
study . Dr essed in the latest Eur as ian fashion, he mused at 
his enor mous desk, smoking a cigar ette , Russian-style. One 
of t he things which surprised people most (and flattered them 
most subtly) was his ability to adopt and even surpass the 
customs and habits of the country in which he found himself. 
Now he was in fact more Eurasian than any Eurasian could 
be--in dress, manners, mode s and mores . He toyed absently 
with a small, costly antique Tartan dagger, pondering the last 
obstacle to his success. The Premier couldnotbe eliminated 
by his usual methods. Since he was Number One, there was 
no one to play off against him; and the Premier's elaborate 
and impenetrable military defense system virtually elimina-
ted assassination as · a solution. Suddenly he smiled, then 
laughed aloud. He reached toward his communicator, and 
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signaled his secretary. "Get me Madame Gruschenko, the-
Premier7s wife," he said . 
Whist ling, Alexander strolled leisurely from his mansion 
and boarded his private laser plane. 
His secretary watched his departure from his office win-
Bow, then punched the communicator again. 
As night deepened the shadows around the Premier's es-
tate; ,Alexander stirred in the darker shadows of the Premier's 
bedroom. He ran his hand expertly over the perfect silk-na-
ked body ofthe beautiful Oriental woman at his side and mur-
mered in her ear as he played her body with a violinist's fin-
gers. She groaned, shivere-d voluptuously and hoarsely 
as-sented to the questions that floated on the erotic sea of the 
musically shimmering air ... 
Alexander smiled. His plans were complete. 
Suddenly light splashed into the room from. the courtyard 
beneath their window and running feet thundered on a parapet. 
Naked and dazed, he leaped from the bed, thrusting the ex-
hausted woman aside. A searchlight sprayed the r oorn. As 
the woman screamed, he snatched his laser-pistol from his 
tangled •Jlothes on the floor and raced for t he stairlift. The 
hall flared and flickered with slowly activating artificial light 
as he sped toth.e courtyard. Outside the electronic gate, sol-
diers rushed and shouted, preparing their laser barrage to 
coincide with the triggering of the gate mechanism. Alexan-
der checked his own weapon, grippE¥f 1t firmly, took a deep 
breath and waited. The gate slid slowly open ... 
With a rasping white roar, the cosmos exploded. 
**** 
He sprang through the gate, smashing into the ·waiting mer -
cenaries with sword singing murderously. Two soldiers fell 
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before him ~ one missing a hand, the other, a head. The mer-
cenaries fell before his fury. · Lightening flashed and 
black clouds gathered as he stood naked in splendor like a war 
god from Valhalla illuminated by the flaming castle , laughing 
his defiance and s inging his own war-elegy with long golden 
hair flying like a banner behind his majestic form. 
The first arrow struck. He staggered. The second ar -
row . The third. :tfe fell . Rose. Staggered and feU again, 
mantled in blood. The mercenaries gathered around him, 
muttered uncertainly, then drifted quickly away. 
The woman ran screaming from the burning castle. She 
fell across the golden body, lacing herself in its scarlet shroud 
and sobbing hysterically. . . 
Across the Mare Aegaeum, in the bright sunlight of the 
Athenian Forum,. grey- faced Socrates said, "I cm:m.ot speak 
with you t oday--Alcibiades is dead. " 
* * * * * 
Barba:ra Bostic, Hailrus 
THE FORKED TONGUE 
Gossip, man's device 
for warring against himself 
and all of mankind. 
HAPINESS 
Contentment, the time 
when needs of body and soul 
meet in agreement. 
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Poem s by Marilyn Pruitt 
NIGHTLY ALCOHOLOCAUST 
H Bottle standing corked- full of body tinglement · · 
I 
o.n. a ceiling-shelf behind the calf-bound Bible--
Bottle be damned and forgotten! 
' ' 
My hands won't cease their quivering, 
t heir shivering through clenched cl$mminess, 
:riu.bbing dry-cleaned eyelids scrapirtg aching eyes 
t hat dart shelfward, down, then up- shelfward again , 
to that bottle hidden but oh, so 
seductively clear 
to my drooling mind. 
Ah, quenching scorch, just one , and a.h ... ! 
Now be shelved, Bottle , one s_helf lower , 
o'ne swig lower, 
Oh, God, help me, I can't swim! 
Mr. B itt·_.. rbitoglass, let me taste your wares--
Bottle-lost-cork, lying drippy-drop over edge 
Like my leaky eyes of glazy gaze. 
Slamming lids to rolling thimder-thoughts 
To dam the ' black-no-h~pes flooding ..... 
FACE OF A SIDEWALK 
Dirty gray face 
Wrinkled and worn 
Wearing expressions 
Of wordless servility 
On and on ... 
Birthmarked with footprints 
Of some lost L. R. 
Young yesterday, 
Hopscotched with squares 
Of fading chalklines--
Craft of baby fingers 
Just today; 
Doodlebug doodling 
from crack to crack, 
Flat ex-bugs 
part of the surface, 
Hummingbird 
no longer humming, 
Sticker burr 
in his unripe breast , 
Volcano erupting 
fire- red ants, 
Grass whiskers shorn 
from wet lawn lip 
And scattered 
on the long grave ... 
Cosmetics for 
a callous face 
of features 
faint and fading .. . . ,
23 
Poems by David Lewis 
DIVEST ON 
Gull shadows find food here 9 poets starve--
insensitive to any motion but static seaweed 
and snarls of broken glass fifty yards out 
from the sea wall 
that hides grey Galveston, 
bent since this or that seafist 
made water rise in :rviausole·um, 
desecrating the sealed, twice sealed 
with; random ease, 
touching not taking old bones and young bones 
backto sea. 
Some m arkers stand waist~ deep in the bay, 
sand sucks down the empty beers. 
Mark the land; 
mark the sea. 
Stones will not hold the tides or rain or hurricanes: 
Stones will not hold me to stare at gull-waders 
on the edge of unlikely sobriety, 
marking freighters through my toes. 
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SAGITARIUS PARK 
the midway rose 
on cold popcorn 
armless the Octopus 
couldn't scream 
a diesel snow 
dripped in the shadow 
of the Ice Age cave 
the flapping fat lady 
sprawled on cardboard 
and all the freaks went home. 
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STUDENT'S WEDNESDAY MORNING 
By 
Donald R. Cochran 
. Six~thirty clangs 
fr om the punctual clock 
shocks him out of sleep's nepenthe 
back to Macktrucks rumbling 
main street's halitosis 
and mockingbird jargon. 
He drags out of bed 
u:n.~~nlin-wise, 
stumbles to cold tap-water baptism 
in the bathroom sink. 
He greets his deadpan ghost 
with a toothpaste grin, 
sanctifies armpits with aerosol spray, 
and. Sisyphus-shave s his morning shadow 
while the neighbor's bacon tempts his fast. 
No time, 
no time 
for bacon frying in a neighbor's pan--
no time 
for coffee perking in a pot , 
no time for eggs, 
or oats, 
or browning bread for toast ...• 
He zips his coat, 
selects the proper books, 
the routine notes 
and donkey-plods to class. 
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WIND 
in the 
BRANCHE 
By Marilyn P ruitt 
Each seasonable Sunday finds me et-
tled beneath a pine tree celebrating the birth-
day of my religion, which is relatively young 
but healthy and growing. These nat ivity scenes 
are subject to the varied improvisat ion of my 
mind and mood, so that they contain such re-
freshingly unorthodox exe~cises as uninhibited 
love chants to Nature, or condolence-thou hts 
for the "hoi-polloi" who nur se adopted an in-
valid creeds, or th~nksgiving fasts hono ing 
Eric Hoffer and pine cones, or cross- x 
nations of God' s identity. These ceremo ·es 
are ultra-esoter ic and private because of the 
very personal nature ofmy religion. I wa n t 
converted to it --no, no, rather it was on-
ceived in me and born to me and is inherently 
mine. Though it appears nebulous to other peo-
ple, its outlines are clear and indelible t me 
and are not the scribblings of a toddling min . 
I could perhaps r ender a more adequate c ar--
acter sketch of m y r eligion b y r elat ing t h e 
ironic circumstances which led to its concep-
tion. 
It was a crisp, invigorating autumn 
morning--that type which sna~s the senses t 
fixed attention and I was not resentful to be u 
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early and dr iv ing t o t he huge building where by life- long habit 
I had spt~nt most Sunday m ornings . T he oak t rees lining t he 
r oads wer e appr opr iat ely brown and yellow- b own and r ed-
br own , a warm combinat ion hat I usually found attractive and 
char ming; that mor ning I wa s unaccountably ant agonized by 
balding branches . A s imilarly peculiar feeling wa s evoked by 
my first glimpse of the ornat e churc h, and t he peculiar ity was 
enhanced by an opt ical illus ion: the building appear ed as sn'lall 
when I faced it as it had from s everal blocks away . In con-
trast, the forevergreen pine tree standing isolated in t h e 
churchyard s eemed dispr oportionately stately and full , and I 
felt a comfor t able craving t o r oll among its fallen cones. But 
r ecalling black pat ent shoes and lacy wool dress , I dut ifully 
entered t he shrunken church . 
Sandwiched between r ows and r ows of beauty- s hop-stiff 
hair dos and polished scalps and inte rmediate toppings , I at-
tempted t o glean some degree of aesthetic pleasure fr om 1n y 
surroundings . My fellow sandwich-makings wer e uninspir ing , 
so I stared at the st a ined windows and wondered wh~.~t ey were 
called windows when they were impenetr able , and I t hought of 
the grand pine t r ee outs ide with t he wind blowing its branches . 
I smelled perfume , a reeking compound of" My Sin" and "Heav-
en Sent" and c igarette breath) and I tried t o remember how 
the wind smelled . T hen I list ened for an Alrr1ighty Voice or 
angelic herald t o redeem my waning faith and respect , but all 
I heard was the droning buzz of a hundred t et e-atetes , which 
swarmed ar ound an ill-clad family advanc ing down a s ide ais le 
toward the front r ow . 
The s er v ice finally began and unfolded in its familiar 
pattern of prayers and offerings and , of cour se , songs , which 
highlight t he hour for many budding performers. M y cwn 
small voice was squelched by the mezzo- soprano behind me 
who sent inc oher ent but gr andly shi ering tones over my head. 
Then, in the m idst of my discomfort came the preacher' s 
voice, pr oclaiming with booming authority the ''good news" 
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that I had received in various forms for almost twenty years. 
Suddenly my mind rejected the left-overs and demand e d 
fresh rational nourishment. A wave of vague, vindictive 
thoughts about my situation gradually pooled into one, a verse 
by Eric Hoffer: "We have rudiments ofreverence for the hu-
man body, but we consider as nothing the rape of the human 
mind." I hurled one last defiant glance at my seducers and 
then closed my ~yes and mind to them all, an act which dis-
owned the illegitimate creed forced upon me. 
I felt free and independent and bold. But I felt empty 
because I didn't know God after all. I had been introduced to 
a God who was an out-of-focus negative of a photograph taken 
by some ancient anonymous photographer. I didn't want to 
know a God who denied me the satisfaction of seeking him with 
my own mindpower. I didn't want to know a God who P"emanded 
a Friday-the- 13th. type of awe for his omnipotence , nor a God 
who offered his name as a crutch fo r crippled e gos . In truth, 
I did not want to know a God. My God would have to be an un-
knowable God, a God existing beyond my realm of understand-
ing. He would be a durable God, withstanding all my assailed 
doubts and misconceptions. He would be an objectively dis-
tant God, viewing my searching inquiries with omniscient 
humor. He would be the acknowledged God of natural crea-
tion, the progenitor of the universe. His primary gift to me 
would thus be my mind, a tool to use as I wish, to either 
broaden or limit my understanding. A search for this God 
would be noble in that it would be a se rch groping fa r beyond 
the common human ideals, a search to comprehend the incom-
pr ehensible . No namby-pamby submission, no rehashed ser-
monizing, but rather sincere mind-gazing and creati ve 
thought-construction! With this realization, my religion was 
conceived, a religion which could only be as individual as my-
self. I felt serenely content as the passionate excitement 
subsided and the sweet taste of silence filled my mouth. I 
opened my eyes to survey the empty pews around me in the 
empty building, and I pitied the hopeless emptiness. Then I 
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left the church to find my place among the pine cones and to 
feel the wind in my open mind. 
* * * * 
Milton Burton 
THE DALI SPHINX 
The old gray, lines face 
sits on the silting sands 
as the essence of "We" 
seeks to define each grain, 
but only in its obscurity. 
A lone figure rides a unicycle 
down 
the multi-laned, arcfred tongue , 
Spanning miles 
the old gray face in awed attention spins 
and in doing so, brakes contemplation. 
. smiles. 
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REMEMBER. 0. YOUR BROTHERS ARE HERE , TOO 
By 
Audrey H. Smith 
In this age of materialism, automation, and non-peace, 
man has almost extinguished the light that burns wit hin him-
self--true love and true compassion for his fellowman. Life 
has become a race for material things alone. Sophistication 
is pr ized and sentiment is scor ned. Most of today' s liter ature 
is devoid of themes on t he natural goodness or the potential 
goodness of man. Current values tend toward phony tough-
ness , cheap emotions, and casual violence . Thus , t he psy-
chiat rist's couch has become the symbol of our time . The 
tragedy of life is the light that dies inside a man whi e he 
lives--the death of genuine feeling that makes it possible to 
feel the pain or joy of other men within oneself. One of the 
greatest humanitarians of this century, Dr. Albert Schweitzer, 
believe that unless mankind overcomes this affliction of no 
love and no compass ion which withers the soul, civilization is 
doomed. His philosophy was " r everence for life ," and by ex-
ample , he demonstrated what one man can do to relieve the 
misery and suffering of his fellowman. 
Dr. Albert Schweitzer was born in the Lutheran manse 
at Kayserburg, Alsace, in 1875 . At an early age he revealed 
a great talent for music, but in school proved t o be a poor 
student-- slow to read and write . Because ofthis , as he ma-
tured, he forced himself to mast er the most difficult subjects . 
Later, at the Univers ity of Strasbourg he received doctorates 
in theology, in philosophy, and in mus ic. When he wa s 
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twenty-one he decided to devote himself to art and science un-
til he wa~ thirty; then he would give his talents to the service 
of humanity . 1 
By the time he was twenty-five he was a concert or-
ganist and had written several books. He was appointed cur-
ate at St. Nicholas' Church in Strasbourg1 and also became 
the principal of the theological school at t he College of St. 
Thomas . One day while researching material for his book 
to b e published under t h e t it 1 e o f Quest of the Historical 
Jesus, he ran across a magazine article by the Paris Mis-
sionary Society which stressed the great need for medical 
missionaries in the African Congo. His search was over. 
He knew the direction he would take in his service to human-
ity--he would become a medical missionary in Africa . 
In 1905 at the age of thirty 1 Dr. Schweitzer began the 
study of medicine 1 which proved to be one of t he most fau.;.. 
guing periods of his life. While he studied medicine~ he con-
tinued to deliver theological lectures, to preach almost every 
Sunday, and to give organ concerts . During these year s he 
wrote an essay on or gan building7 completed the final chapter 
of his book, the Quest of the Historical Jesus 7 began the re-
search for his book on the subject of St. Paul 7 and wrote a 
book on Bach's organ music . At the end of seven years 7 he 
r eceived his license to practice medicine. 
In 1912, he married Helen Bresslau, who had studied 
nursing in order to assist Dr. Schweitzer in his work. Then 
he went ,::o Paris to study tropical medicine, and to obtain 
permission from the Paris Missionary Society to go t o Africa. 
Although there was a shortage of doctors in the missionary 
field, the Society's Board of Directors was not inclined to ac-
cept his services because Dr. Schweitzer's religious beliefs 
were considered unorthodox. In his religious writings, he 
had becm.ne too materialistic and had lost sight of its true 
purpose--the teachings of Christ. His futur e plans suspending 
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in a vacuum, disappointment tormented him. Only after Dr. 
Schweitzer offered to go to Africa at his own expense and he 
consented not to preach was he given permission to go to the 
mission of Lambarene in French Equatorial Africa. With 
donations from friends, and the money he himself earned 
from lectures, organcailc~rts, and royalties from his books, 
Dr. Schweitzer bought the medical supplies he needed, Jn 
March 1913 he and his ~ife sailed for Africa . 
Today missionaries seem t o be regarded with benevo-
lent tolerance which makes it difficult for this generation to 
und~rstand the hardships that the early missionaries had to 
endure. At the turn of the century a white man needed quali-
ties of heroism in order to survive in Africa. The intense 
heat, the unrelenting dampness of the steaming forests, the 
unbelievable solitude, and disease were enemies of great con-
cern to them~ for many missionaries died. In those days 
missionaries--especially medical missionaries--were re-
garded as the avant garde of civilization. 
The Mission Station at La mba rene on the banks of the 
Ogowe River was established in 187. 6 by the American mission-
ary and medical man, Dr. Nassau. In 1892, the Paris Mis-
sionary Society replaced the American after Lambarene 
became a French possession. From the letters of these mis-
sionaries in French Equatorial Africa Albert Schweitzer first 
learned of t he plight of the African natives who not only were 
suffering and dying from disease and epidemics but who also 
lived in constant fear of the witch doctors who reigned su-
preme with power over the invisible forces of the spirit world. 
The Mission had been without a doctor for several years be-
fore Dr. Schweitzer arrived. When he stepped from the 
river-boat he was astounded by the physical mi ery among 
the natives who were waiting for him, and before he could un-
pack his instruments and medicine he 'as besieged by the 
sick begging to be healed. 
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O:J. August 5 ~ 1914 ~ wor d reached the m ission that war 
had broknn out in Europe. Since Dr. Schweit zer and his wife 
were Ge1·mans , they became prisoner s-of-war and were con-
fined to -~heir home under guar d. Dr. Schweit zer was not 
allowed to pr actice medic ine . Dur ing t his per iod he began 
work on his book 9 The Philosophy of Civilizat ion. The French 
soon realized that the doctor ' s internment was impracticable. 
At t he eud of November he and his wife were r eleased? and 
the doct oft.' resumed his medical pract ice. In September 1917 ? 
as Wor ld War I r aged across Europe , the Schweitzers were 
ordered -~o leave Lamb a rene for France where they were 
placed in a prisoner -of-war camp. After almost a year of 
hardship and privat ion 9 they were r eleased through an ex-
change of war pr isoners , and allowed to return t o Strasbour g. 
Once again Dr. Schweitzer joined the staff of doctors at the 
municipal hospital, and he was appointed curat e at St. Nicholas 1 
Chur ch. OnNovember 11, 1918, an ar mistice ended the war, 
but not until after the signing of the t reaty of Vers ailles in 
1919 was he free to travel. With plans to r etur n to Lamba-
rene, Dr. Schweit zer resigned his two positions in Strasbourt 
to resume his lectur e and concert tours. By 1924, having 
earned the money t o buy the necessar y supplies for his work 
at Lamb a .rene , he was on his way back to Afr ica after a seven 
years' absence . 
When he reached the deserted mi_ssion at Lambar ene, a 
most deplorable scene confr onted him. His hospital had been 
swallowed up by the vor acious African jungle ! Faced with a 
tedious t '-lsk, he set to work almost singl~handedly cutting 
away the dense jungle growth and rebuilding his hospital. In 
addition · ·~o this, he administered to the needs of the ailing 
nat ives . 
Between 1924 and 1925 the number of patients increased 
until Dr. Schweitzer could no longer carry on the work alone ; 
he was compelled to send t o Europe for two doct ors and two 
nurses to assist him . Soon after their arrival a disastrous 
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famine engulfed the district, resulting in a severe epidemic 
of dysentery among the natives. For many months Dr . 
Schweitzer and his colleagues were in constant demand, not 
only treating the patients but also searching for food to feed 
them. The epidemic caused overcrowded conditions at the 
hospital, and the infectious cases could not be isolated. Be-
cause of this, Dr. Schweitzer realized the great need for a 
larger hospital with more buildings to house the patients, an 
isolation ward for infectious cases, a separate building for 
mental patients~ and a village for the natives suffering from 
leprosy. 
Never one to delay action once he had made a decision, 
Dr. Schweitzer turned the professional ork of the hospital 
over to his colleagues and he devoted the next year and a half 
to the construction of a new hospital located two miles up the 
river. When the hospital was completed ~ it could accomodate 
two hundred pa ients and their families . Provi 'on was made 
for the isolation of infectious patients, and there were build-
ings for the ment:al cases. With a sufficiency of availah1P 
ground space, many buildings were to be adde -~'t~.t: :- In the 
ia·i:~vr part of July , 1927 ~ after? 1_~ +~.:; ~~::4~·~.rrts had been moved 
by boat from the old t .0 ~~J.C ne-~ hospital , Dr. Schweitzer re-
turned to :-~ ~~~01-'e. 
In spite of the fact that he was often criticized for its 
lack of modernization, Dr. Schweitzer wa pro d of his jungl 
hospital. The idea of a hospital creates images f immacu-
late cor ridors and rooms, white sheets, and total sanitation. 
Dr. Schweitzer's hospital had none of these. It was a native 
African village . The mainho •pital wards were long one-story 
buildings with small dar .: r ooms containing wooden bunks cov-
ered with straw m t'ting; there were no white bed sheets. Each 
room opened onto a common courtyard. There were no paved 
walks, only dirt paths. W i 1 d monkeyst antelope , goats, 
chickens, and ducks roamed freely about the grounds. There 
was no hot or cold running water, and the only electricity was 
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in the operating room. Sanitary facilities were at an abso-
lute minimum. 
The doctors diagnosed cases, supplied medicine, and 
checked on the progress of the patients . When a native pa-
tient came to the hospital he us~ally brought his family with 
him to care for him and to prepare his food during his illness. 
Fearful of being poisoned, he would not eat unless his food 
was prepared by his family or someone in his tribe. Although 
the Africans were basically a very kind people and responded 
to kindness, many problems arose. The hospital staff never 
knew when the sudden death of a patient would cause the na-
tives to become hostile. But the real problems were with the 
withh doctors who hover ed in the vicinity of the hospital. E-
yi_l omens cast by them often caused a patient to refuse medi-
mition, perhaps resulting in his death. 
Why did Dr . Schweitzer refuse to build a modern ful-
ly-eqqipped hospital? His answer was that he came to Africa 
to meet the Africans on their ow terms, and he built his 
hosp 'tal like a native village because it was a familia r way of 
life to them. A s far as modernization was concerned, the 
relentles s dampness and heat of the African jungle wer e de-
structive elements , making t h e u s e of modern equipment 
impractical. 
The greater part of the tw-o and a half years that Dr. 
Schweitzer spent away from Africa was occupied in t r aveling 
throughout Europe, giving lectures and concerts. In 1928 the 
city of Frankfurt-am-Main presented him with the Goethe 
Prize for services to humanity. S ·nee Europe was beginning 
to feel the effects of the world-wide economic depression, 
and poverty was spreading throughout Germany ,Dr. Schweitzer 
returned t he prize money to the city of Frankfurt to be used 
in helping the unemployed. During t his period, he carried 
out his plans to build a house in Gunsbach , which would serve 
as a refuge for the nurses and the doctors who worked with 
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him at Lambarene, and as a retreat for himself. While t he 
house was under construction, he completed the final chapters 
of his book, The Mysticism of Paul t he Apostle , before leav-
ing for Africa . 
In relating the many act ivities of Dr . Schweitzer, it 
must be remembered that he was perpet ally busy; idleness 
was an unfamiliar term t o him. He was always motivated by 
one aim--the welfare of t he African patients in his jungle hos-
pital. Aft e r h is return to Lambarene , he supervised the 
constructi n of a much needed concrete cistern, and a con-
crete assembly hall for the hospit al staff, which al so served 
as a dining hall. Toward the end of 1931, the city of Fr ank-
furt-am-Main invited him to deliver t he commemor ative ad-
dress on the hundredth anniversary of Goethe ' s death. In 
Europe , on March 22 , 1932, Dr . Schweitzer spoke on the 
theme of Goethe's message for our time , in ·which he sounded. 
a note of doom. nnemain human wit h all your souls," he 
cried, Hif you surrender the ideal of human personality, then 
spiritual man is r uined , and with the end of spiritual man 
comes the end of c ivilization, yes, indeed, the end of human-
ity! " Again and again he used t he word 11t e rrible" to describe 
the present century . 
He had orne to Eur ope to deliver a speech, but, as 
usual t here were pressing invitations for lectures and organ 
concerts and many universities of Europe were urging him to 
accept honorary doctorates . In one month he received four 
doctorates--two for divinity , one for music, and one for 
laws--from three universities in England. Because of this 
great demand, Dr. Schweitzer spent most of t he years between 
1932 and 1938 in Europe , punctuated with brief v isits t o Africa. 
In 1938 , with Hitler in power in Germany , war clouds 
began to gather. Dr. Schweit zer ret urned to Lamb a rene . Ra-
cing against t ime, he stockpiled medicine and surgical supplies 
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since all sources of supply would be cut off for the durat ion of 
t he war . Qft.l September 1, 1939, Hitler 'smighty ar myinvaded 
P oland, and thus er pt ed the most colossal wa r in the history 
of man. The war year s at Lamb a rene rea ted many problems . 
Dr . Schwe itzer Hved in constant dr ead that his hospital would 
be fo rced to lose because of lack of funds , medicine , and a 
shortage of doctor s and nur ses . Fr om the beginning he ha 
fought for Lamba:rene, and he was dete r mined t o fight for it 
to the e! d. In desper t e strait s by t he end of the war, Dr. 
Schweitzer was r es ued by medi ine , surgical supplies and 
money from Amer ica . Doctors and nurs es arne fr om Alsa e 
and Switzer land to help him in his work, and the operation of 
the hospital gradually returned to normal. By 1948 , Dr. 
Schweitzer returned to Europe after having spent ten year s in 
the r elentless heat and steam of the African jungle . 
The bi-cent enary of Goethe ' s birth was celebrat ed in 
1949 . T o commemorate Goethe in Amer ica , a festival was 
held in Aspen, Color ado. Dr. Schweitzer was invited to make 
two speeches for which he received a fee of $6, 000. T his was 
his first and only t rip to the United States. Upon his arrival 
in New York, he was surrounded by numerous reporters. He 
was asked if he r egr etted t he sacrifice of his life to the natives 
of Africa. He answered that there was no sacrifice ; he felt 
himself t o be one of the greatly privileged. When he was asked 
why he dedicated his life to the primitive Africans at Lamba-
rene, he answered, " I went to Lamb a rene because I want ed 
my life to be an ar gument. I did not want my ideas to become 
an end in themselves . The ideas took hold of me and changed 
my life. · Resist ance t o these ideas would have been impossi-
ble . " Befor e leaving t he Unit ed States he spent all of his fee 
on supplies of prom in diiasone , a drug which had exceeded all 
expectations of it s discover ers in the fight against leprosy. 
Dr. Schweitzer returned to Lamb a rene to build his leprosari 
um. 
In 1952 , an emissary from the Nobel Prize Committee 
in Stockholm came t o Lambareneto inquirewJ1e'th.tfi' D r . 
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Schweitzer would accept the Peace Prize, and whether he 
would go to Stockholm to deliver the acceptance speech. That 
year the Nobel Peace Prize amounted to $33 7 000. Oc upied 
with the building of the leprosarium, Dr. Schweitzer agreed 
to accept the prize, but not at that time. By the end of No-
vember 1954, with the greater part of the work on the lepro-
sarium finished, he finally traveled to Oslo to make his 
acceptance speech, and to receive the gold medal and the cer-
tificate that goes with the prize. The money he received was 
used for the leprosarium. When he returned to Africa he 
brought five tons of equipment for the new leper village at the 
hospital. 
By Autust, 195.5, now eighty years old, hewas back in 
Europ~ this time t o receive the highest honor given by the 
British Crown. Queen Elizabeth II ceremoniously bestowed 
upon Dr. Schweitzer the Order of Merit, not for his work in 
Africa but because he was supremely a man of peace. 
Dr. Schweitzer died at the age of ninety in 1965 at his 
jungle home in Lambarene. His work now continues under 
t he medical dire t or, Dr. Walter Munz, whom Dr. Schweitzer 
chose as his success r . There have been several changes 
since his death. The hospital is now equipped with a new san-
itation system, electric lights, a t elephone , and a radio, and 
many ofthe bun -ings have been renovated. Dr. Munz has in-
itiated a t en year modernization program in which he plans to 
construct a theraputi c enter, t o improve pr eventive medical 
care, and t o trainyoung African natives . It is doubtful that Dr. 
Schweitzer would have approved. He was often criticized for 
the antiquated methods and the lack of modern sanitation at 
his hospital. He had a firm conviction that some reforms 
were incompatible with the prim itive conditions of his African 
patients. Dr. Munz admits that he is not another Schweitzer , 
but he is committed to the fifty-three year heritage left by 
Dr. Schweitzer--to maintain the sense of devotion and human 
quality of this heritage . 
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Dr. Albert Schweitzer's fame isnotthe result of hav-
ing established a hospital in a remote African jungle. Other 
doctors have built hospitals in distant lands, yet their work 
is relatively unknown. His significance lies in the cultivation 
of his exceptional gifts and dedicating them to a. common end. 
He was a doctor of medicine , of music, of philosophy, and of 
theology. He was author of books in all four fields, which 
have been translated into many languages. He was a winner 
of the Nobel Peace Prize. His greatness lay not so much in 
what he did for others, but what other s have done because of 
him and the power of his example. He Sll;pplied a working de-
monstrat ion of "reverence for life . t 1 In puttingthis ideal into 
practice in hot, humid Africa, he became a symbol throughout 
the world of man' s belief in man--an example of true love and 
true compassion for all people in a time of mass hatr eds . In 
his message to us Dr. Schweitzer wrote, "Seek always to ·d6 
some good somewhere. Every man has to seek in his own 
way to make his own self more noble and to realize his own 
true worth. You must give some time to your fellowman. 
Even if it 9 s ·a little t hing, do something for those who have 
need of help, something for which you get no pay but the pri-
vilege of doing· it . For remember, you don't live in a world 
all your own. Your br others are her e , too." 
* * * * 
Fant Smart 
JUST HALF AS MUCH 
Just half as much as you is not enough. 
I must surpass , or forever cease to exist. 
A moment ago, you were you . 
. Now you have blended into the ranks 
of the forsaken. 
At dusk, you look back, and see, and cry, 
But the choice. is gone 
That lay before your mortal fingers. 
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Poems by Ignacio M. Munoz 
CHAINS FROM THE STARS 
I like to hang my chains from the stars 
and breathe a new freedom of words, 
and my soul will fly in the wind 
as a dead leaf free from the tree. 
Whirl and whirl around this new freedom ... 
. . . ascend to the sky . .. 
. . . descend to the earth ... 
and in the fullness of my happiness 
let myself go on the sled of the rainbow 
and at its end fill my arms with gold 
and spread it over the world. 
Sing this new discovered freedom, 
absorb it so powerfully as to be drunk 
and able to swing from the old chains in the infinity of the sky, 
and then repeat again and again the magic word; 
freedom, freedom, freedom, 
worth only for this overwhelming happiness 
that makes my soul explode in a million sparkling lights. 
I WISH I WERE A CHILD 
I wish I were a child so I could cry, 
because now my sadness is an expanding fog 
that overcomes my soul. 
Bearing my solitude in the c rows, 
my heart is beating as a dying bird 
under the increasing sorrow. 
But no more am I a child, 
and when I want to cry I have to smile. 
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Poems b;yr A rthie Walling Pope 
THE GENERATION GAP 
Youth 
Plummeting outward 
T oward Tomorrow 
Leaves parents standing on the rim of 
Yesterday , 
Stunned by the shock waves of the quaking chasm 
Between them, 
Hard pressed to keep pace 
With racing stride of 
New-generation builder, scholar, and chemist. 
A wed by the need t o communicate , 
And challenged by the exuberance of Youth 
To jet over those 
Concentrated test - tube generations 
Space-for ged into twenty-minus years, 
Adults 
Endeavo1' t o initiate 
Stronger wave-lengths of mutual understanding 
And earn the right 
To walk beside their sons 
In the land of Today 
A ndt perhaps, to light their way 
To independence. 
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WATER HOLE AT SUNSET 
From: The Texas Poems 
Peace 
enfolds a water hole at sunset--
cool oasis etched black in western loam--
where cattle gather, 
seeking refuge from predestined toil 
of 
grazing, mating, procreating. 
Great shadowy hulks , 
come at sunset 
to drink of orange-and-red-rippled caprock crags 
fr om the darkening pool. 
Cattle . .. 
stomping, nudging, milling, 
Mirrored sun s ilently slips from sight 
beyond the plateau edge; 
the muted moos 
blend with honeyed t inkle 
of cowbell vespers. 
Cows kneel. 
Purple silence drapes the pool in night. 
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POET YS DECISION 
By 
William Rutledge 
"Darn thing just keeps moving," Kip Martindale said, 
staring at the clock across the spacious room. "Time just 
doesnYt stop for anything or anyone. Could be a great poem 
in that and I could have written it. Yeah, a real classic." 
T he r ain pounded against the roof and the windows 
rattled as the wind howled eerily. Blasts of thunder rocked 
the elaborate brick house and the accompanying bolts of light-
ning inst.:?.ntly made the littered backyard visible. 
From his reclining chair Kip stared through t he sliding 
glass-door at the dreary backyard. His thoughts -wandered 
as his naked chest and arms responded to the cold with goose 
bumps. 
He twisted restlessly. He let one long leg hang over 
an arm of the chair, his right hand behind his dar~, erewcht 
head, and the other hand in his lap, still holding the half-emp-
ty can of beer. Glancing from the stormy scene outside, Kip 
gulped several swallows of the beer , dropped the can absently 
beside the chair, and strained as he pulled himself up. 
Lumbering across the uncarpeted denfloortothe bar, 
Kip yank19d another beer from the cooler, jerked the t ab , and 
held the can high above his head decl~.ring to no one, nnear 
ole Coors, the championship drink of the middle class men. u 
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He quickly finished the beer, and propped his elbows 
upon the bar, his green eyes staring straight ahead as he 
thought about his past and where it had gotten him. 
He had met and married Kay during his senior year 
of college . . She left coll~ge to put him through the final se-
mester. After graduation, be locked his poems, sever al 
prize winners among them, i.l\, ~atrunk and stored them in the 
only closet in their one and a half r oom apartment. 
He had no trouble getting a job with an advertising a-
gency. Kip remembered how much he had hated working six 
days a week, saving every dime, sticking with sadistic bud-
get s , and never seeming t o get ahead. fi 'Glorified office boy. 
Yeah, that' s all I was t he first six years. Four years of col-
lege and a BA to be office boy.!" Kip spat bitterly. 
He left t he bar and moved heavily to t h e recl'ning 
chair, closed his eyes, and thought of the past a in. 
He had promised himself that as soon as poss 'ble , he 
would take upthe poetry again. Really settle dow to serious 
writing. But there never had been the t ime. The pr omo· ions 
with the agency came and the moving to better ne · ghborhoods 
began. The added salary and prestige bro · ght mo e r spon-
sibilities . Kip had to entertain customers more and that 
made it hard on Kay, too . 
Kip grimaced as he recalled the time Kay ad r ·tur ned 
home early from an evening of br idge to find Kip nak d t on 
his hands and knees, being ridden by an equally naked femal 
manager of a cosmetic firm whose advertising account Kip 
was handling. There were also many hunting t:r:ips with cus-
tomers that ultimately ended drunkenly in a boys' town or a 
call-girl 's apartment. Kay had been understanding and made 
no trouble as long as Kip received promotions and salary in-
creases. Kip couldn't afford to give up h · s job to devote to 
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poetry and still expect Kay t o r emain underst anding. So the 
poetry st ayed in the trunk and Kip grew more resentful of his 
job , his wife , and his life. 
He hated the cheap copy he wrote for the phony ads. 
Crummy lies ! Quite a change from the great poet ry he was 
going to write. Years of creating nothing but cheap lies for 
the stupid public. Gimmicks to take their money! 
Now he was thirty-nine. He was in cont rol of several 
major accounts and security wasn't a worry. He had every-
thing any upper middle class executive would be content with, 
except inner peace. "Could I have been a great poet?" Kip 
kept asking himself. For years he had kept asking himself 
this question, and for years he kept wondering. 
"Why didn't I have the guts t o try it ? Damn, I could 
have made it! I was good, and I wouldwve gotten better. 
Twenty years old. A whole life ahead of me . Oh hell , the 
poems I could've written. My God, the things I could have 
created !r' 
A loud blast of thunder shook Kip from his thoughts as 
his eyes jumped open and st ared through the glass- door at t he 
wintry scene. Thinking ofhispast always hurt him. Now, he 
forced back t ear s of grief and s elf-pity and, at t he s am e time ~ 
struggled to keep from throwing up. His guts felt like lead. 
Suddenly, Kip shouted, "I' m s ick of this life~ By 
God, l' mgonnado something about it , now befor e it 's too late 
forever !n Kip ' s outburst surprised even himself as he sat 
silent for several seconds , listening closely to see if his pro-
clamat ion had awakened Kay. 
The house r emained still, and only the sound of t he 
pounding rain outside could be hear d. Kip leaned forwar d in 
the chair, his pulse quickening, and his mind r acing with 
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idea . "Why couldn9t I do it ? Right now? Sure 9 why not? 
J ust walkout o Vanish without a t race . I've got enough money 
on me t o catch a bus to almost anywhere. He1.1 9 Pm not t hat 
old . I was Frost ~ wa n9t it 7 who was almost forty before his 
first book was ublishe ? I an do it! n 
The excitement of his tthQugh.t s made Kip a vortex of 
ac ivi y . He shot f om th r eclining chair and hurried to the 
be room wher Kay ha been asleep for hours. He tiptoed to 
the closet an s Hently puHed a pair of s lacks 9 a sports shir t 7 
a pair of shoe 7 and an overcoat out and returned t o the den. 
He dr essed rapidly as he continued to think. nAn I've gotta 
do is get t o anothe r city 9 as far away fr om here as possible. 
Change my name . PU live without anything other than the es-
sent ials. Suffering is st imulating to the creative artist anyway. 
I can settle down to serious poetr y . My God, I should have 
done t his twenty year s ago ~ n 
He was finally ready. When he opened the glass-door 
leading t o the backyard, he t hought of Kay for the first time 
since his new idea came to his head. nshe '11 be all r ight. 
HeU 7 she 7ll have the house , both cars 9 and my savings. She 
might even get a good lawyer and get some insurance money 
out of it . The damn house is almost paid for. And besides 7 
Pve earned my fr eedom for poetry. Why did I marry her in 
the fir st place ? YH never Understand that! II 
Kip stepped out into the r ainy backyard and headed 
toward the driveway. By t he time he r eached the street in 
front of his house 9 t he r ain had soaked him and the cold was 
biting t hr oughhis dr enched clothing. The water-logged over -
coat weighed a t on. 
A block down the street~ Kip 9s pace was slowed con-
s iderably. The wind had changed directions and caused the 
r ain to slap against his face bringing him almost to a dead 
st op . The cold was becoming unbearable . His clothing was 
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clinging to his body, making movement difficult. Each st ep 
was a monumental effort. His t hr oat was lar eady raw. 
Kip couldn't go on. The excitement of pursuing the 
poetic life he longed for faded and he tur ned and tried to hurry 
back t o his house. The wind, now at his back, allowed him 
to move faster. He r ushed up the driveway, splashed thr ough 
the backyar d and thr ough the sliding glass-door into his den. 
He stripped t he soaked clothes off, carried them t o t he bath-
room, and draped them over the shower curtain rod. He 
grabbed a fluffy turkish towel and wrapped himself in it . He 
switched off the light s in the den, checked the sliding door , 
making sure it was locked, then tiptoed to the bedroom. 
He climbed into bed and huddled against the warmth of 
his sleeping wife. She squirmed slightly as he touched her 
and then was still. Kip buried his head between her breasts 
and choked back tears as he squeezed t ighter against her. He 
thought ~gain of his poems locked in the trunk while the rain 
pounded against the house and the wind whistled eerily. 
Kip realized now, as he had done many times recently, 
there could be no regaining of the past and what could have 
been. His last chance had been when he was twenty and it 
would never come again. The poetic life of his dreams was 
like the weather--damp, cold, and dangerous . 
He knew now why he had married Kay and worked at a 
steady job for years. His upper-middle-class respectability 
offered too much comfort and security to jeopardize. He 
needed security, the demon of the artist. 
Kip couldn't sleep. He just kept asking himself, "Could 
I have made it ? I would've been a great poet, wouldn't I? I 
know I could have ! I wonder .. . ?" 
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TITILLATING PRACTICES EXPOSED 
(This article is recommended for mature readers. ) 
By Beth Clark 
Aha! You did pick up this article and begin reading 
it. Why? Did the title catch your eye, or was it the warning 
that this article is meant for mature readers ? Every day as 
you pass a bookstand or the magazine shelf, your eye is as-
saulted with provocative titles on the covers. Time after 
time, you the reader have been misled by such i sinuations as 
"Lady-Bird Confesses To a Stolen Night of Blis s in The Arms 
of Her Lover. " You, of course , realize that th · · s on 1 y 
trash , but curiousity compels you to read on to fin ut if 
Lady-Bird is having an affair with a secret-service man. A-
vidly, you flip to the page of the story and begin to r ead, only 
to discover that Lady-Bird was able to join J unexpectedly 
onan out-of-towntrip. You, poor reader, reb ing heated! 
Yes, cheated!! Imagine, ifyouwill, whatthoseunscr ulous 
money- making fiends who design t he covers and prepare choic 
summaries would do to the e ved fairy tales from your 
childhood. 
The summary on the back of the ninety-eight c nt epic 
about Cinderella might begin, like the following. " Held cap-
tive in her own home, beautiful and voluptous Cindy yearns 
for t rue love and r est from the frequent beatings by her step-
mother . Her innate goodness is over- shadowed by the evil of 
her loose-moraled step-sisters and her over-powering step-
mother. Your heart will r ace with hers as she escapes to 
hunt for love and meets the dashing figure of P.e~r dreams, only 
to be torn out of his arms as soon as she finds him. What 
evil power did her wicked step-mother hold over her? What 
mystical force drew her away from the only man she had ever 
loved? You '11 find the answer to these questions in this thrill-
packed story of r omance and supernatural forces." 
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Next to Cinderella , on the list of Fairy-land Revis ited, 
is a lurid master piece entitled Little Red. "Sent on a secret 
mission, Little Red finds the path strewn with intrigue and 
espionag~ ~. Alone and unprotected, she forges her way stead-
ily through a dangerous forest. Follow her as she meets the 
suave and dashing Mr. Wolf, who is very friendly, and then 
who, without explanation suddenly disappears. Experience 
the journ~~y' s end when Little Red discovers that secret agent 
G. M.(Code name Grandmother) has changed. During an ex-
citing masquerade, Little Red uses her wits to save her life . 
Don't mL,s the exciting outcome of this adventure." 
Goldilocks. '"I'll take this one , t her husky voice said, 
' .. . it's just right! t But Goldy was wrong for nothing was 
right. She knew it was not 'right ' of her to run away from 
home , but she could not supress her adventuresome spirit. 
Anyway her golden hair and t awny skin and long lovely legs 
could t ake her anywhere she chose to go. Tir ed, exhaust ed, 
and broke , Goldy entered what she thought was a deserted 
house. She soon fell asleep . As she tossed and turned in her 
sleep , her dress begin t o creep up expos ing her well made 
thighs. She was unaware 0f th_ th ~-:-C;e dark figures wh i ch 
loomed overhe:r. Suddenly she awoke , s awthemand shrieked, 
'A ieeeeeeeeee ! t Get away from me , you filthy beasts .. . . 1 T oo 
late , Goldy learned the consequences of be ing a half- bad-half-
good gir L" 
So much for the summar ies . They are designed to a-
r ouse the curiousity of you , the reader . Designed _to ~~rtuic 
your imn1ediate attention, however.. is th t? picture on the 
front co er. For instance , . t J:~ cove r of Cinderella m ight show 
a half-n~k0d gi.:a.-1 0C;i:Hlng on a door , and a sinister wom an on 
the other side of t he door chuckling as she toys with the key. 
Little Re d Riding Hoo_<:} would be clad only in her little r ed rid-
ing hood and a very decollete , skin-tight re dress. Goldilocks 
would be curled asl eep on the bed like a kitten--a se kitten. 
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Now that you've been warned 7 you can avoid t he pit -
falls of t itillating paperbacks and magazines . However 7 e en 
in children v s books, I must ad ise you to choose what you 
read car efully. Even Mother Goose is under suspicion these 
days of Un-A me ric an activities , and remember, Riding Hood 
was r ed ! 
* * * * * 
Carol Benson Davis 
SUFFER THE LITTLE CHILDREN 
Children, like shrunken midget men, slip along asphalt paths 
in their own natural habitat of hunger . 
Sunken animal-human eyes, turned askance, always searching 
Their honey fingers tear futilely at the squalid air; 
Brittle bones push against t he taut opaque skin, 
for food. 
trying t o break through and pull some norishment into their 
marrow. 
Tiny bellies, swollen from hunger, cry, day and night . 
Minature old-man hands scramble through garbage heaps, 
fighting flies, rats, maggots and each other 
for some edible piece to help ease the Vesuvian pain. 
Infant packs r oam the jungles of indiffer ence 
snat ching rotten truck from rotten stores. 
Running, hiding, engulfing the prize with tiny mouths 
cracked and festered with sores 
but always leaving room in their bellies 
for the dessert 
which never comes . 
No human pity for animal children. 
Their par ent s in ignorance touch and mate 
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and bring more starvation 
into 
the 
world. 
ONLY YESTERDAY 
By 
Carol Benson Davis 
There was a time when I was younger and I cared 
more for chocolate sundaes and bright red Aggie marbles 
than I did Newsweek, the S. P . C. A., or even Walter Cron-
kit e . My world consisted of fuzzy pink houseshoes, my next 
birthday , Christmas~ and peanut butter which stuck t o my 
braces . I hated beets; Captain Kangaroo was my idol and I 
asked endless questions which had no answers. I was shel-
tered by my mother from the "cold~ cruel world" outside 
which I didn't know existed. I was always told, "You ~ n under-
stand about things when youvre older. " 
Of course, the day came when chocolate sundaes began 
to break my face out. By that t ime I had lost all but one of my 
once-coveted Aggie marbles . My fuzzy pink houseshoes had 
long before been chewed up by the dog, and t here was no Santa 
Claus. P aul Newman and Rock Hudson replaced Capt ain Kan-
garoo as 1ny sex symbol. Miraculously the braces were finally 
removed so peanut butter lost all t r ue meaning. I was much 
tpo tall f< ~r my age , clumsy, and very self-conscious. 
I :rebelled against my mother because she was always 
telling me to wait until I was older. I was shocked at the e-
vents taking place in the world out s ide my own ~hat I had never 
been infor med of. In time I learned the word hate, what big-
otr y meant and I heard of a place called Viet Nam. This was 
the time in my life when I learned the full meaning of yet an-
othe r wo~~:·d--fear. I was afraid of what was going to become 
ofthis world I had recently discovered and had begun t o like . 
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Not so many year s have passed since those days . I 
am st ill very much afr aid for the wor ld but for a dif er ent 
reason. In those years between then and now I have become 
responsible for t wo lives , t hose of my sons . I have wonder ed 
if I shouldnvt prepare my sons for reality at an early age in-
st ead of telling them to wait unt il they were older. Should I 
not tell my children about hat e and fea r while they are young? 
Only yeste rday my older son r an into the kit chen. In 
his hand he held a bright red Aggie mar ble that I had forgotten 
about. When he asked what it was , I told him it was a piece 
of glass that could turn days int o dreams of suns hine, puppy 
dogs, and other laughing little boys . His eyes sparkled and 
his face took on that look of dreams which belongs to the very 
young. Suddenly a frown chased the smile away and he asked 
why some of the kids down the str eet hated the little boy next 
door and called him a "nigger " . The answer I gave my son 
was s imple. That it was "because of ignor ance and he would 
under stand many t hings better when he was older . " 
Why , after my plans to tell my sons at an early age of 
the ugliness in life , had I not been able to complete them? 
Well, what is really wrong with a world of red Aggie marbles, 
peanut butter and Capt ain Kangaroo ? That world lasts so 
short a t ime befor e it crumbles. Hate and fear are eas ily 
learned. I want my sons to remember love and warmth , and 
just maybe they will save an Aggie marble for their son' s 
dreams. 
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Poems by Leroy Dragoo 
ELECTION '68 
Shells bursting cells 
are natu::.. al in the world's 
strange cage. 
Steel flies and flesh dies; 
we, in our cool 
blue nests, 
sing peace . 
SomewhGre 
with~red men gather 
the fruit of our strange liberation 
and 
a 
napalm 
bles sing. 
electronic spectral images of multiplemagic 
prophets chatter their charisma; 
we in our high green towers 
give illusion our gracious 
(Always, 
wait until next year, 
we whisper 
behind our tortoise 
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nod. 
eyes .) 
MEAT VISION No . ll 
When the meters in the cells expire, 
Time still tardily ticks. 
When the living pulse is nullified, 
The loins vanish into neuter 
And postpone Man's indefinite promise. 
Not when any give their ultimate twitch, 
Will the hours drip with hysteria, 
Nor the day clutch at its cloak, 
And flee 
in 
disillusion. 
Then doctrines of brightness shall guide no more; 
Nor shall the all-mothering holyhouse 
shelter 
in 
delusion. 
There seems to be deformity in our seeds: 
Though cast in molds of most careful selection, 
it is notched and twisted 
by dim and arcane sorrows 
enacted and forgotten before our knowing. 
We strain our minds to press back 
anomalous kites of doom 
as m~ch intuited as ever seen, 
and, 
failing always, 
We yield the faithful wine 
that screamed along our secret channels 
As 
our fragment of a dream 
in 
forever. 
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drowns 
An Interview with the 
PROPHET OF SHELBY COUNTY 
By 
_Gemette McGuire 
"Baby, if you exist, and if you will give me back my 
life, I will buy the whole thing," I prayed. "Then a light suf--
fused my body and a voice told me to leave the hospital. " 
This was the experience of Jack Redeagle after seven 
months of being a bed-patient with malignant cancer. 
"After receiving this strength from God, I knew that I 
had to find the way, and the way for me was through yoga. By 
using the yoga method of deep breathing, I cured-myself of 
cancer. n 
Jack Redeagle was bor n on :t he Osage Indian reserva-
t ion in Miami, Oklahoma . He received a B.A. in architectural 
design from the University of Oklahoma, with a minor in psy-
chology. Afte rmanyyear s in Miami, Florida, where he won 
recognition as a jazz dr ummer with Stan Kent on, he has now 
returned to the primitive ways of his ancestors . He lives in 
a one- r o ·m cabin , s leeps on a screened-in porch, goes swim-
ming eve:ty day, t akes long walks, and spends hour s in medi-
t ation. 
After becoming interested in Yoga, Jack became a 
student of theteachings ofParamahansa Yogonanda (1897-1952), 
who founded the Self-Realization Foundation in Los Angeles in 
1920 . In the near future, Jack is to be initiated into Kriya 
Yoga, the highest form. 
The object of yoga is to obtain Samadhi, or to be born 
again. This involves consc ious spir itual separ ation from the 
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body ~ and is achie-,;i ed by c onsciously stopping all body functions . 
Jack clai'ms t o be a prophet who was sent t o East Texas 
t o enlight en all who will listen. "I never accept money for my 
teaching. True knowledge of God cannot be sold , Maharishi, 
d~.ce gu u of the Beatles and Mia Farrow is selling his know-
lede;e. We cannot judge a man ~ but the Master (Christ) said 
t o judge his deeds. So when a c at t ells n1.e he can teach me 
the way t o God in three lessons for thirty-nine dollars, run, 
Baby, run. I consider h im a guru drop-out who became a 
smart businessman. n 
Jack is now writing a book called Sorr1ething on a Stick, 
in which , as a re-incarnated Indian, he tells the present gen-
er ation what they have done t o his world while he was gone . 
"I hope t o r ealize enough from my book to establish a 
900- acre Ashram_ (spiritual r etreat) where all who are seek-
ing enlightenment can come fo- meditation." 
* .:f: * ,1: .{( 
Ronnie Kaye 
THE FALCON 
Lone Falcon , who glides free on the breeze; 
Whose fleeting figure dist urbs yet thrills me, 
Your eyes burn fire , yet you see no hat e . 
How free you are, bounded only by the thoughts of God. 
On wings soft and graceful, you soar t o your kilL 
Cruel, yet majestic; the eternally bonded trait s. 
Where lies your beauty , mur derous creature? 
Is the m ind of man so obsessed with death ? 
And ~hile you soar so highly, 
Where fly +he angels~ and where sits your God? 
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I remember how he came 
down from the hills each spring 
to work the broncs 
that we had slaved 
for months to catch. 
He stayed with us five months a year. 
And then would leave 
to spend the trapping season 
in the hills. 
His hands, 
gnarled from years of sawing reiJis 
against unyielding bits 
in ha~d-steel mouths, 
could calm a twitching flank, 
or shoe a jumpy horse, 
or pull a colt. 
He came to us five spr ings 
to wor k the wint er ' s catch 
of snorting bit s of hell, 
until he pusted them, 
in jolting rides 
across the bucking-pens, 
and gentled them for working 
cows and catching other broncs. 
Then, 
one spring, 
he didn!t come , 
and when we looked 
for him we found 
his gun, 
his cache of furs, 
and his hor se 
gaunted from winter's work. 
By Gemette McGuire 
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Ed White 
IN SICKNESS AND DISEASE 
It sure is a funny parade. Clowns cry. 
The monkey have died, the crowd is kickirn.g a dog that is 
dying anyway. 
The parade passes and I scuff through the litter; 
The owne of the ead dog points to me and yells , vvo,et him. 
He ' s the one. n As I run, the towering buildings bend over me 
And try to tell me t o face my pursuers . I run to th · country 
And a girl with flower in her hair says , nLove m n 
But an eagle tands nearby to pr teet her. 
Suddenly I fi d I lik the running and dodging, 
But soon they have to .atch m e . 
And I must take what i coming to me. 
I'm running short of b reath and they are getting clos r . 
Finally , corne:r ed in a bHn d canyon , 
I' turn to face tlhem. 
They are all there , 
The dog' s man, 
The girl , 
The crying clowns , 
The rest of the parade . 
They an s ay ' QYWhy did you run? 
We just wanted to giv·. you your inheritance. n 
One by one, they stir forwa r 
To give me their dead dcgs , their eagles, their dead monkeys , 
Thei:r sickness and di . a . e, and all th ey tin held on to. 
They gave met h se things and sai , 
" Now you m ust m ake a parad e of your own. " 
It sure is going to be a funny parade. 
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AN ESSAY ON MODERN TECHNOLOGY 
By 
Kay White 
Five times daily the Arab people of Southwest Asia 
kneel, and facing in the direction of Mecca, praise Allah, Re-
gardless of where they are and what they are doing, they re-
peat a ritual prayer called the salat. On the narrow desert 
roads leading from city to city desert riders may be seen 
kneeling and bowing with a sort of other-worldly reverence, 
The camels, loaded with dates, other warm-weather fruits 
and honey, kneel along with their sunburned masters. The 
parched lips of the tradesmen repeat the prayer in 115 degree 
temperature with the ~un casting a blinding glare off the sal-
ty, shifting sand. 
As the eyes turn to the east, they receive mountains, 
whereas the west boasts plateaus and rocky plains. Whether 
near heavenly mountains or hellish deserts it is always hot in 
Saudi Arabia. The only good road runs between the towns of 
Jidda and Mecca. This road is a sort of guide-line to the 
spiritual oasis. The irony of the paved highway amidst sun-
parched deserts is complete only when one reaches Mecca 
and finds a modern city equipped with streets on which cars 
drive and a seven story white sandstone hospital. Upon enter-
ing the great city, men rub their weary eyes to convince 
themselves that this skyscraper (a near replica of First Na-
tional Bank Building in New York City) is not a mirage. 
Crossing the desert by camel may cause delusions of this 
nature for some who are not accustomed to the climate. 
It was Saturday and the town was filled with people 
attempting to sell their wares on the street. As in most other 
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bian doctors were certainly an efficient lot. Other doctors 
brushed past me--all, I fancied, knowing that . one minute of 
lost time might mean the difference between life and death for 
some struggling oit of humanity. 
Soon the efficie~t medicinal atmosphere of the hospital 
was disturbed by the entrance of a young Arab boy of about 
sixteen and two Arab policemen. The young boy seemed t o be 
in custody and was fitf lly and use"essly struggling to attain 
his freedom. His clothes were threadbare and he wore no 
shoes. He was one of the 1nany Arabs living in poverty. Sud-
denlythe boy broke away and darted at me shouting~ nHelp me; 
please help me! n 
I was stunned and could not understand what he thought 
I could do for him if he was in t rouble with the police. The 
guards pursued him and he fell to his knees begging me to lis-
ten to him. I turned away, not wanting to get involved. The 
boy kept mumbling something about los ing an ar m which made 
absolutely no sense to me. The guards brought the twisting, 
writhing boy to his feet and carried him down the hall. I fol; 
lowed reluctantly, but was stopped short by a sign that said 
"restricted area." Surely the boy thought that I was another 
American dupe- - those fantast ·c tales seem to always work on 
the big-hearted sentimentalists. 
I stayed in the waiting room for several hours enthr alled 
by the activities. Just as I got up to return to my hotel , I 
could see Dr. Sardi moving down the hall wheeling a long 
stretcher. He had come out of surgery and looked a little 
pale . There must be an awful lot of pressure on a surgeon. 
He must be steady or he takes the chance of maiming his pa-
tient. 
As the doctor came nearer, I saw the young boy dressed 
in a sterile white hospital gown lying under a sheet . I ap-
proached the doctor and asked if the boy was all right. The 
doctor responded, "As well as he deserves to be. " I was in-
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deed sur}rised at his answer. The boy opened his eyelids for 
a momer .t and then fell limp again.. I asked what he had done 
and the joctor again answered with a sneer, "He's a little 
thief!" 
Saconds passed. The blood ran hot to my face and my 
mind began to spin with understanding. I stiffly reached for 
the sheet and uncovered the boy's arm. His right arm was 
without j.ts hand. Sickness filled my body and I rushed to the 
door for air. 
* * * * 
Sherri Winden 
NIGHT CRY 
Lying awake, I studied the prism shadows 
cast by the lamp, the moon, the trees. 
A dog howled, solely alone against the crickets, 
the cars and the trains. 
I felt suddenly the yearning to howl alone in 
the night. 
I cried in my inability to echo the hollow keening 
against my suspended loneliness in the 
patterned darkness. 
I listened to my mindless, soundless wail; 
The dog stopped as if hearing the empty sound 
we had made~ 
And I sighed for the dark cry I could not utter. 
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Leo Ru d 
IT 'S A @iNE-MA N P ARADE 
(Loneline s s with companionship hurts most .. ,: . .) · 
When the wind blow 
t he trash-can lids 
down the alley 
with the heat pipes 
coughing, and a 
bar e light- bulb s ines 
through the crack from 
the kitchen where a 
coffee pot is b iling; 
when th r e i$ no 
love to give h r , 
and igarettes 
thaw the darkness , 
and cool jazz plays 
the message of 
a thousand and 
one just like her , 
and she whispers 
· t hat she wants you, 
and you t ell her 
you' r unable 
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to give your love 
away now to any 
passion pleading, 
and she cries upon 
her knees; then you 
hate yourself and 
wonder why you ' re 
all alone now 
when you:melt int o 
the night-time while 
shuffling angry str eets 
when .you seem to hear · one 
hand clapping so 
lo.udly in the 
distance, then you 
fly back to her 
door- ~tep and ask 
if she wants a 
scared river to t ake 
her to the sea. 
Marilyn Pruitt 
Marilyn Pruitt 
IT HAS A FAMILIAR RING • .. 
Saturn with its universally famous rings is constant-
ly challenged by earth, whose ring collection grows more ex-
tensive with each rot ation. From key ·r ings to spy rings to 
boxing r~.ngs to onion rings to Tareyton rings to bat htub rings, 
the common citizen daily finds himself surrounded by a giant 
circle of rings. Viewed symbolically , this "circular omni-
pr esence" is quit e favorable , in that some beginning almost 
invariably results from an ending. The microcos m of college 
life pr ovides several illustrations of this assertion, as most 
students are involved with numerous common ring-bear ing 
object s . Most significant of these are bell~ rings, smoke-
rings , s .nior rings , engagement r ings , and wedding rings, 
listed in an ascending order of student value. 
Thr oughout a given day, the collegiate citizen is a-
lerted by a ser ies of indispensable bell- rings . The pseudo-
rooster r ing of an alarm clock initiates a new day as it bitter-
ly terminates a dream for the owner of the ear nearby. From 
there the schoolbell r ings t ake r esponsibility for compart-
mentalizing the time. The dawn bell which rings at nine o'-
clock simultaneously liberates some students and shackles 
others. Those joyous, ·free souls are no sooner home than a-
lerted by the pulsating rings of a telephone, promising a con-
versation that will begin as the rings end! 
The epidemic diversion among college sophisticates 
is cigarette smoking, which provides excellent resource ma-
ter ial for smoke-rings. These r ings, 1 ike many spoken 
words , begin in the mouth and end in a puff of smoke--shape-
ly, but tragically shortlived. They require some degr ee of 
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inhaling prowess and tongue manipulation, but the result is 
evidently rewarding to thos who began the smoking habit 
with no thought of how it might end. 
A more con rete ring-symbol in t he life of a student 
especially to the male type~ is the senior ring. This bulky 
right- ringfinger piece exhibits the wearer 's superior intel-
lect , status, and class, which give him unquestionable sen-
iority over the humble lower classes. The final year of col-
lege certainly merits this importance , if only because it 
marks the end of a familiar pattern of discipline and the be-
ginning of a new one. The senior rings that are worn long 
afte r initiation into professional life indicate that college 
graduation is rarely a dead end. 
On the other hand, the engagement ring is the most 
highly significant ring-symbol to the females of the college 
set. This prize betokens the end of a long quest for a mate 
and the beginning of wedding preparations, which notoriously 
have everyone involved running in circles. The man who is 
responsible for all t he dizziness realizes, or should realize 
that for him the ring symbolizes the end of his Don Juan era 
and th beginning of an obligatory loyalty. 
Customarily ~ the wedding ring reinforces the nprom-
isso:ryn ring, as it ends an engagement and starts a closer 
relati nship , hopefuHy a ioJt1ger-lasting one Most newly-
married ·ouples If."f' soon encl sed in a common social circl~ , 
in which t hey ring ut the old years and ring in the _ew u_ntil 
they b gin to expand the famHy. Then the social circle n ces-
sarily is deserted in ord r that a cl se family circle can form. 
And so it seems that a wedding ring is like a pebble hitting a 
pool of water, creating a rapid succession of circles. 
And so it is that life itself is a multi-ring circus, 
turning from teethingrings to rings-around-the-rosy to s chool-
bell rings t o telephone rings to senior rings to engagement 
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r ings to wedding rings and back to teething rings. Such a 
life is symbolically optimist ic--at least a s long as every r ing 
ends . with a beginning. 
* * * * * 
Ar thie Walling Pope 
CAPROCK SUNSET 
From: The Texas Poems 
Omnipotent Sun ! Light god of idolators, 
How is it at the end of day, 
Your gilded splendor kisses all who live 
Within· t.he r adius of your sweeping ray? 
Majestic Indian-paint-brush-strokes 
Highlighting peaks with reddened amber gold 
Bewitch the violet depths of canyon streams 
With beauty that can daily be retold. 
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A SERMON ON SI 
By 
Rev. Sim n David Hayes 
Sin is a t hr ee 1 tter word which means "transgression 
against ·od v s law 0 n t i s ch a small w r d to have such a 
mighty meaning. When ne thinks about sin~ he t ings about 
something lar ge and irty. Sin is smooty but can also be very 
insignifi nto T he s in of om ission is as great as that of com-
mis s ion. Let us now read Job 22:1-9: 
Then Eli-phaz the Temanite answered and sa id~ 
Can a man be pr fitable unto God as he that is 
wise may be pr fit able unt o himself? Is it a.lq/Y 
pleasure to t he Almighty 3 that thou art r ighteous? 
Or i s it gain to him , t hat t h u rna est thy ways 
per ect? Will he reprove thee for fear of thee ? 
Will he enter wit h thee into judgment? Is not thy 
wickedness g-.ceat? and thine ini uities infinite? 
F r t hou hast .aken a pledge fr om t hy br ther for 
no ~ ght, an svripp the naked of their cJ. ~thing. 
Thou hast not gh ·- water t the weary to drink, 
an · th u ha i withholden bre· · rom th hungry. 
But a . f :. t e mighty man3 he had the earth; and 
the on urable m an dwelt in it. T hou hast sent 
widows away em ty 7 and the ar ms of t he fatherless 
have been br ken; .. 0 
A discussion of 0 s inH could be divi ed in'co three ate-
gories : (1 t he rigin of s ·on 3 (2 t he presence of sin~ and (3) 
the penalty of sL . L t us cons ider these thr e lines t hought 
for this discussion. 
Where di s in originate? There are as many answers 
to this 'q:q.estion as there are the ries of e--olution. Did sin o-
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his follo . r s will be cast into the epths f Hell. od oes n t 
allow s in nor d es he a ept it. 
In read·ng ab t the pr esence o s in, t he Garden a co 
isg·veninGenesis 6:6-7. Anearlie:rused verse ~ Romans 5:1 9 
shows the very near ness of s in. Romans 3: 23 tells us that 7 nan 
have si ed and come short of th glory o _ od." King David 
sai in Psalms 5:4-6 that Go has no pleasure in wi kedness. 
The fooli sh shall not st an in His s ight . They shall suffer de-
stru tion. God an not look on sin. 
N w let us dis uss the penalty of si . Paul re or s in 
Romans 6:23 that the wages of s in is death. Adam was cast t 
of the s ight o God and out of the Garden pr epare f r him. 
Adam ' s penal y as recor ded in Genes is 3 is that woman will 
suffer through childbirth. Adam was to till the soil and earn a 
living by the sweat of his brow. What a t erribly har sh punish-
ment. No longer coul · he pick fruit and enjoy the beaut ies of 
the Gar den and relax inc mplete r est. 
Is~iah 7: 16-1 records the penalty ofAhaz. The prophet 
tells of a hope to come and then t he penalty of sin. The A ssyri-
ans would come and take over the nation. Cities would be de-
stroyed. Land would be laid t o waste. Such a penalty for a 
whole people! 
Great is the penalty of sin. Ther e is only one way of esca 
That is to r eturn to God from our evil ways. If we can not ap-
proach Him, we needt try Jesus. He gives us free and imme-
diate access to God. "Choose you this day whom ye shall serve. " 
The penalty of death seems great. This flesh of ur bodie 
contains sin. It m st be put off before we can hope to see God. 
Death is two-fold. In one r espect it means to die physically; for 
body functions t o cease. It would also mean a spirit u a 1 
death, t be finally separated from God. CapttaJ_ punishment 
for a capital prisoner. 
·what is the condition of your soul right now? Today ? 
Tomorrow? 
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r iginate with mankind~ or was it present befor e hand? In an-
swer ing these questions , we should name the actual author of 
s in. Sin did not start with God. It did not st art with Adam o:r-. 
Eve. As Ezekiel says in Chapter 28, sin started or originated 
with Sat an. Man knew no impurity before he was t empt ed by 
the serpent in the gar den. Actually s in st arted in Heaven when 
Satan started a r ebellion to, ~usurp God v s authority. Satan was 
supposedly kicked out of Heaven because of this rebellion. It 
is believed that this time relates to the gap of time between 
Genesis 1:1 and 1:2, This preparat ion leads us to say, beyond 
doubt, that Satan was the author of sin and approached the wo-
man in the Garden in the fo r m of a serpent. 
Satan deceived the woman by using a little truth and large 
falsehoods. His method was simple. He enticed her and then 
used a lie to make her think it would be all ri.ght. Having seen 
Satan as the author of sin, we need t o realize that woman and 
man decided to transgress on their own. God did not allow 
them to sin 3 but we can easily see by the punishment he pro-
nounced on them . God never aHowed men to s in , but when they 
do they must be punished. G d does not turn his back on us 
and let us s in. Rather we .hoose sin and tur n our back on God. 
Sin 9s origin has a .compHshed a result a s seen in Rom ans 5: 12, 
"Wherefore as by one man s in entered the world , and death by 
sin; .. . 11 
With the origin of s in , there is t he a t ive pr esence of s in. 
J ames 4:17 defines s in as knowing to do good and doing it not. 
Isaiah compar es the body t o s in by saying, "Fr om the sole of 
the foot even unto the head ther e is no soundnes s in it; but wounds , 
and br uises , and pub:ifying sores : they have not been closed , 
neither bound up , neither mollified with ointment~ " Isaiah 1:6. 
From this scriptur e, we read that our bodies are a constant 
cause of s in. Sin is always pr esent. John r ecords in his gos-
pel that men are lovers of dar knes s because of their fear of 
r eproof of their evil deeds . They love darkness because their 
deeds were evil. Sin will be here as long as there is a world. 
At the end of the thousand year reign of Christ, Satan and all 
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Poems by Gemette McGuire 
EA GLE 
I saw him again yesterday--
The Eagle. 
Golden br own, 
He wing-tipped heaven 
And soar ed against the sun. 
He talked to me again--
Me and the ·meditation mountain 
Where I sat--
And told me how a mountain 
Makes a man see. cleared--
No false pretenses can invade 
the mountain's solitude. 
I became the Eagle, 
And for a moment, 
I was free to soar 
Above the trees 
Befor e I stumbled home. 
:. : ' 
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SEE US CAGED 
Today, 
We shake life ' s cage, 
While small girls 
In lar ge groups, 
Giggle at the imitation-man 
With a t ail , 
Stretching his hairy ar m 
Between the bar s 
to beg 
Alms 
of peanuts and popcorn; 
Then, scurrying off 
Into a dark corner 
With his prize 
He swings , 
Humming to himself. 
T YP ICAL P ERPLEXIT IES OF AN 0. W. 
By 
Bar bara Bost ic 
· A me ric an institutions of higher learning are being in-
vaded by a mparatively young, but growing9 sect. Along 
with mini- skirts , the j et~set~ flower powe:r~ in=groups and 
college sororities and fr aternities ; t his new sect 9 t he 0. W. 9 S 9 
are forming their own collegiate society. 
0. W. ?shave always found t hemselves good material 
fo:r name-calling in instances where a member of this s ex is 
known as nthe other worn ann. However 9 even this college sect 
of 0. W. 9 s have peculiar labels ranging from n good student s 11 
to 0 retreadsn. Probably evident at t his p int is that this art-
icle is about the older wornan returning to school. 
What fact«J>rs have encouraged this great come-back of 
the pots-and-pans~ diaper~cha.nging9 automatic appli a nces 
brigade ? What element promoted the revolutionary spirit of 
these MRS. - de g-ree h~L lders to seek a br oader fi ld in the form 
of a B.So 9 B.A.~ M.S., or M.A. degree? 
American culture has dict ated the pace of her errone-
ously t abbed nwceakern sex. No other culture or tim has de-
manded so much of the woman as does the twentieth century 
American :role. 
Econel\1nic and living st andards have created a situation 
where one salar y will hardly suffice. Social areas in modern 
communities place a great demand on women . . . (even sub-
committees have sub-committees}. Regretfully 9 the majority 
of church leaders are found in the female category. Women 
have also fallen heir to budget balancing and the almost total 
responsibility of chilCl_.'~ rearing. 
T o bett er equip themselves to meet their fa m i 1 y, 
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community , st at e an c u1try dema ds 9 t e 0. W. vs h a ve 
trade wading pool for c r pool s a have ad · ed a few th -
sand m r e respons ibilities o their alre dy o er- cro ed 
schedule . 
A typical day of problem solving for a y 0 . W. would 
put an organizational expert o shame. These cons .ientious 
r anks are unable t cope with inferior grades and by the sam 
reasoning, feel built o an aver ge seven hours a day absence 
rom th ir home . So 9 t hey make spe . ial efforts t o provide 
extra attention to domesti d ties an ·am ily member s . 
Usually with a goodbye kis s 9 pa on the head and a 
pr ayer in her heart that her ervices will not b direl needed 
while she is away 9 t he wife and mothe:r 9 tu ne student 9 pre-
pares for n average th ee-hour dri ~e an £ ur traight hou s 
of classe s befor e she retu ns home to cont i e her domesti · 
duties and complete as signments fr m professors who wo ·ld 
never dream his course is. only one of s ix f which to prepare . 
The development of grac ious reac ions towar d varied 
at t 'tudes of professor s , classmates not exactly her peers, 
friends , husban and children is j st one more insignifi ant 
item on the 0. W. ' s agenda. 
Rewar ds ar e great for this c mpar atively new sect. Re-
birth of knowledge is an expe:rien e in itself. Finding out 
fir st - ha d what "our young people are coming t on creates a 
war m fe~_Jing in a mother ' s s ul. . . re lizing what she knew 
all along to be more ficti. n t han fact abo · t whi h the eg-rad-
ing dollar - m inded authors write. Then 9 f ourse, the e is 
the helping nature along with t h e st atus symbol of distin-
guished ooking naturally "frost ed" ha ir. 
ypical per p exities could co_ iinue 9 but t his 0 . W. has 
the alarm set for four A.M. ; it is already well after m id-
night; Profe ssor is giving a test tomorro , a few 
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Margar et Birdsong 
VERT 
T he trunk is shriveled ~ crumbling? wor n. 
Verdant Death passionately embraces, hangs, waits ... and 
waits, 
While virgin children of Spring, in shades of spectral 
verdure, 
Dance and skip ahead of a molesting breeze. 
Rancid, shadowy olive hues steal through closed door~, 
Climb slowly up the neck and cheeks of one so fair, 
·Who once would kidnap verdant progenies of Spring 
And wind them through her hair. 
Birth is Spring, youth:~een. 
Old age in its wizened being, greener still. 
Cold Death, winter 
In which damp parasitic greens claim triumphant victory. 
ALL I CANNOT SEE 
The deep, dull roar of surf slowly climbs the sands until 
the risi.ng pitch breaks off, and hides behind a 
thousand would-be mountains. 
Short cries are carried on the wind that throws warm 
spittle in my face, runs salty fingers up my nose. 
A sofc, warm pile against my back conceals the noises of 
the sea; 
I hear the clicking scuttle of a sand fiddler. 
A muffled murmur becomes a growing bark; my friend grows 
t ired of play, and comes once more to show me 
all I cannot see. 
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Have you ever wondered about the ferocious fairy-
tale dragons--about where they came from and where they've 
gone to and why they had blowtorch breaths and barbed-skin 
·backs? These mystery-monsters blazed through every fairy-
t a 1 e kingdom pursued by princely posses--every season 
seemed to be dragon-hunting season in those days. Few of 
the head-hunters thought to climb the dragon family tree; per-
haps they supposed that it had burned down, but indeed it 
hadn't. In fact, the tree still stands in some gooshey-green 
swamp with only the alligator-filled branches showing, so a 
person would have to climb it downwards or not at all. One 
curious old swamp-tromper claims he did just that--went to 
the base of the submerged tree, where he discovered the tar-
nished truth about dragons. So if swamp-trompers are to be 
trusted, here is the real story behind dragons . . 
There was a time long before Fairy-Tale time wh n 
the earth was such a baby that there were no ........... e'111'~..., 
or princes or princesses or even any people at 
stead, ·the earth was crawling with twiney vines 
hodge-podge plants and ranks of oddish insects. 
It was called the 
By Marilyn Pruitt 
Land of the B ittibugs 
and kittipillars, 
Flut't:erflies 
and Katillillers, 
Lichenwisp on Voodoovine, 
and all the 
Blossomed cactuspine ... 
The land matured little by little, and as years passed, 
larger plants and animals appeared. Naturally, since the 
animals could eat the plants and the insects, they eventually 
made the world an Animal Kingdom. Just as naturally1, the 
kings were the largest and most powerful of all the animals, 
the dinosaurs. For years and years these smooth greenish 
creatures were content to share the King-title among their 
thousands of fellow-dinosaur s, eating the juiciest greenery 
and drinking from the unmuddiest lakes and keeping order a-
m ong the smaller animals. As long as green pepper patches 
and cactus gardens were abundant, the dinosaurs were satis-
fied and v.njealous. But there came a time when these delicac ies 
grew scarce, and then the huge creatures began fighting a-
mong themselves greedily. The title of Head-King was the 
goal of every dinosaur~ as they imagined the pr estige and rich 
diet and power that would come with such a title. Jealousy 
spread like green fungi, and soon the larger dinosaurs were 
slaying the smaller ones by the hundreds. The slaughter con-
tinued until only one hundred dinosaurs remained on the earth, 
all equally huge and powerful. The surviving battlers for the 
throne played an endless game--a sort of hide-and-seek with 
everyone hiding and seeking at the same time! Since no one 
could eat witho~~ being afraid of an ambush~ food was swal-
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1 we in snitche s in t h h iding pla e s . T he hiding pl aces 9 
then 9 became fortr e s s s where ea h dinosaur crou ed an 
list ened for an ther t o wander by , but s ince everyone knew 
wher e every hiding pla e wa s loc ate , no one eve r wandere 
near t hem . Such a dull gum e! It m ight have gone n forever 
if one dtnosaur had not been extra- crafty wit h his " Suprem e-
King-Scheme" which 9 unhappily for him , won him the t hr one. 
Her e is how his s cheme worked: 
First, he quietly located ninety-nine huge c aves, one 
near e ach dinosaur 's h iding pl ace. Next he piled m ud- rock 
on the cliffs ove rhanging t he cave entrances . T hen, eve ry 
night he would fill a ... ave with peppers and cactus , c r ou h be-
hind themud- r ockpileand wait u ntil dawn. As t h e s un 
splattered the trees and dried the dew, the tricky gr een fellow 
would begin making as many funny noises as dinos aurly pos-
sible, get ting louder and louder until t he hider nearby crept 
out t o investigahe. When each victim dis covered his goody-
filled ave, he would blust e r in for a free breakfast - -only to 
fnd himself blocked ins · e by a my sterio s mud-rock avalanche 
seconds lat e r . This s chem e w r ked perfe "'tly eac h time, so 
·n ninety-nine day s o.nlJ one uncaved din saur was left t o r ule 
t e worl . With hi.s sm oth s in shining like g:,reen light, 
the King Din saur c:r -~\/ned hims lf an' began his reign. He 
s on found t. at }y· s - ·· ngship did him n g vd at all, t hough, 
beca s e his a nimal s bjects had fled long ago 9 and t he pepper-
actus supply was gone. He had used e e r y one of these 
dinosa r -yurnm ies as ba it !) And so it was that the King and 
his r eign were lonely and short:- lived, an when he died he left 
only his gigantic skeleton as a futur e fossil f r some museum . 
But what bec ame fthe caved- in danosaurs ? Well, the 
stor y goes that they hibernated thr ough t he ages, living on 
actus and peppers. At s m etime d ring the early Fairy-
Tale period 9 the mud-r o k blockades wor e away, and one by 
o. e the war ped dinosaurs escaped from t heir prisons. The 
fr eed creatures had tempers as fi ery as their peppery br e aths 
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and hides as prickley as cactus, and t heir thorny tails plowed 
the ear'~h as they dragged along behind. The people who saw 
them thought they were thick-tailed sea monsters and so, 
called them "Drag-Goons". The name was shortened to "dra-
gonn, a word that frightened even the bravest citizens in every 
kingdom. The ninety-nine dragons were in time slain by dar-
ing knight s and princes, who loved to s itLbeneath their mounted 
dragon heads and tell their heroic tales . The fairy-tale his-
torians could only record what they heard, and so nothing was 
mentioned of the dragons 9 glorious past as dinosaurs. So it 
is that dragons live on only through fairy-tales--except 7 of 
course, for their ninety-nine branches on that swamp-fed 
tree. 
* * * * * 
Walter Reeves Feild 
T HE CHANCE THINKERS 
Confused by superficial int ellect, 
a young man sear ches 
every creviced canyon of his m ind. 
The sear ch yields nothing 
His brain is unproducing, 
like an aged womb. 
"Search on ?" he questions. 
"Toward what ?n I ask. 
"The non-existent bounds of infinity?" 
Has he :rp.issed the point 
of his conception? 
THen, ~~s, fantasies fade, 
the mind begins to breathe again, 
and produce once more 
those thoughts born of dedicated intention. 
A worthy thought is seldom born by chance . 
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CAUSE OF YOUTHFUL REBE LLION 
By 
Kay White 
If t he question were asked of youth ~ nwhy a r e you r e-
belling? n 9 most would not be capable of an honest appr aisal 
of their attitudes and behavior. The objective answer should 
be that youths are rebelling against s oc ietyv s attempt s to t r an-
quilize them. U seems t hat s ociety is playing a gr ade-school 
gs:me with its yo'QJJ O.g peopXe by rewar ding t hem with prizes ?f 
edwcation 9 security 9 amusement s , jobs, and a higher stand-
ard of living to be won fo:r good 9 cooperative social behavior. 
American yorr'tehs are bored wit h a cuUur e t hat has al-
most elim inated aU advf,nture 9 r isk and danger fro:rn thei:r 
lives. Nervous pa:rents shudder at the t hought of J unior par -
icipat ing in contact sports in which he might b e injured. 
Foot ball and other r elated sports have been conventional out-
lets for 0 sociaHy condoned violencen and are now being shut 
off for many children. Adventurous activities stwh as motor -
cycle and ca:r races 9 s ky-diving7 and deep sea diving often 
send parent~ into tailspins . Thes e sarne parents teach t hei:r 
sons to evade m ilita r-y serv.~ce as long a s it is possible with-
out f:ractu:rcing t he law-- and some of these parents help to bend 
or even break the statutes on conscription. 
Youths pay a high price for liv ing by being forced to 
confor m to m iddle-aged values. They ar e asked to denounce 
adventure at a time in history when danger and challenge are 
almost as essential as food and shelter. Often parents are 
dismayed because their childr en are not sat isfied with the 
comfortable life that has been so car efully constructed for 
them. T hey are incapable of underst anding youthful rebellion 
and the need to n get away from it all. 11 
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Experts in the fields of philosophy, such as Donald 
Atwell Zoll of the University of Saskatchewan, say that every 
youth is driven by a primeval need to validate his self-esteem 
by demonstrating to himself and to others uhis ability to en-
dure, take stress, surmount risks and obstacles." Today it 
i.s growing more and more difficult for youths to find opportu-
nities of this nature. 
The .end result of this adult protectiveness can only be 
complete frustration of the young. The natural instincts 9f 
violence and excitement are allowed to multiply without any 
assurance of release. Society has built a wall between youth 
and adventure, but youth are tearing this wall down, brick by 
brick, in the form of a massive rebellion. Professor Zoll 
states that the rebellion is a upathetic attempt to rescue risk 
from the suffocation of social predetermination." 
Each year young per sons attempt to satisfy their need 
for danger, combat, or outright violence by gang wars, trips 
on LSD, riots , sex clubs and parties, dirty wor ds, and even 
by surly non-violence. These rebellions a:re attacks upon 
sexual mores, social structures and the educational system. 
Mr . Zoll suggest s a solution to the problem by an all-
out attempt to win them back. He says , "We must reopen our 
society t o individual risk and excitement, allow youth to try 
itself ... we must spurn the counsel of those who would attempt 
to deny to man his right to struggle , to achieve, not only in 
the private recesses of his consciousness, but to achieve in 
the publie light of recognition, t o have successfully borne him-
self in those forms of combat which are appropriate to this 
time, this society, and this code of honor." 
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A llyn Pearlman 
THE BALLOONMAN AT THE ZOO 
Have you ever seen the balloonman at t he zoo? 
He is a lucky man, indeed. 
He has so many balloons. 
He has multi-shaped and colored balloons . 
I wish I were a balloonman. 
I woul be happy. 
If I were a balloonman, 
I would give my balloons to the world. 
THE WAVES ROLLED IN 
The waves rolled in and I heard her voice again. 
0 God, I did! 
"Quiet! Mr . Thanat opsis, n sa id the nurse. 
The waves rolled in and I saw her again. 
0 God, I did! 
"Quiet ! Mr. Thanatopsis," said the nurse. 
And the waves r olled in and she was dead. 
0 God! 
0 God! 
uQuiet! Mr. Thanatopsis," said the nurse. 
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Poems by Wilbert Love , Jr . 
"ELI, E LI , LAMA SABACHTHANI?"l 
"Eli , Eli, Lama Sabacht hani ? " 
P ierces centur ies stained wit h blood ~ 
Nailing my soul to cement walls 
Cold and s limy with camouflaged filth , 
Dr ipp ing unr edempt ive blood ~ 
T his stony soul cries it s abandonment 
T o a heaven transfigured into minut e 
A st:rono1n ical and computerized st atis ic s ~ 
And finds no answer, 
He cried and life dr ained from 
His po:res ; gray shaded into black 
But one small spot of light r em ained, 
I cried too, But t he sticky sHme 
Only wet s har ds of night mar e s 
Under rumpled covers fired 
To a heat that gave no light~ 
And dark..ness pocketed my souL 
l n My God , my God, 
why ha st t hou for s aken me ?n 
--Matthew 27:46 
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SLEEP, WHERE ARE YOU? 
Sleep-soothing balm that 
Heals the sores of the bra in--
Wher e are you? Cr eep upon 
My whirling senses 7 and 
Grant me peace from t his 
Fear that s lices the sinews 
Of my reason, and gases 
The hell enveloping me . 
Sleep-my enemy when 
Light was m ine 
To take for granted; come, 
Be my friend now 
For light has fled this house, 
Eclipsing it in Stygian night 
That haunts it unceasingly. 
They said life was still m ine 
When my cold dirty body was 
Lifted from the r ed, grimy mud; 
Mud and blood t hat mixed 
To m ask t he truth 
To hide from them 
Medical fact; from me, the world. 
But life was mine , they said again 
While observing fr om without, 
Unable t o do s o from within 
The house of terror whose 
Facade told of peace , not war. 
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But thought only blackens 
The ever-present darkness, 
Only quickens the laughing, 
Mocking the shadows that I 
A lone can see. 
Sleep--where are you? 
Please hasten to me 
With your darkness that 
Makes mine endurable 
Until dissolution banishes 
Time's terrible shadows forever. 
* * * * 
Gemette Me Guire 
MEDITATION 
The flowers blew away that day 
You said good-bye, and no birds sang; 
I trail the path beside the stream 
And think about the death of Socrates--
The hemlock that he had to drink--
The way he sat with his young men to teach 
Until life slipped away and just his memory remained. 
I wonder if Death could be that sweet?--
That we would really glide into a storied after-life 
Where we can sit and talk and feel the passions 
Of a love that we once had, but lost. 
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